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Planning continues for our next 5th Division Reunion, September 7-10 in San Antonio Texas.  All information including registration is available on the 5th Division website @ http://www.societyofthefifthdivision.com/.  Please consider making this a priority, our group is aging, and we are losing members every year. I hope you’re aware of the many benefits available to us a Vietnam Veterans.  I’m continuing to learn more about our benefits every year.  Recently I was able to enroll my wife in CHAMPVA health care which is going to save us money each year. Vietnam Veterans may be eligible for a wide variety of benefits available to all U.S. military Veterans. VA benefits include disability compensation, pension, education and training, health care, home loans, insurance, vocational rehabilitation and employment, and burial. I want to encourage you to contact a Veteran Service Officer (VSO) in your area who can inform you of any benefits available to you and your spouse.  A VSO can directly access your military information and file claims with the VA on your behalf. I want to personally encourage you to take advantage of this benefit because of your military service to this great nation.  There is also help for those of us suffering from PTSD and other issues related to our combat experiences. I’m looking forward to seeing many of you in San Antonio Texas this year!! Bud Wagner

Summer is flying by at a rapid pace!!  Hard to believe we are in the middle of July already.  I’ve been busy working on building a cabin in Monroe Virginia and I am very close to the finish line!!  My goal is to have the cabin done before our upcoming reunion. Hal Roller and the rest of the Executive Committee have been working hard on our behalf to make sure the upcoming Reunion is a success.  Please, please consider making it this year.  We are meeting in beautiful San Antonio Texas and the dates are September 7-10, 2023. I look forward to spending time with my brothers who I met in Vietnam so many years ago.  It was a very difficult time in our lives and that experience shaped us into who we are today.  Please consider making the 5th Mechanized Reunion a priority this year.  I attended my first reunion in 2016, and now regret not getting involved much sooner.  I find the reunions to be a lot of fun, along with visiting some very scenic places in this beautiful country.  But for me personally, I find the reunions to be very healing in so many ways.   Hope to see you there this year in San Antonio Texas!! Bud Wagner, 1st Vice President
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     Bud Wagner
        President

A Message from our

I still have fond memories of the great reunion we had this year in San Antonio Texas.  Although the weather 
was hot it didn’t stop the camaraderie with our brothers and sisters!  Thanks to Hal Roller and the Executive 
Board for all their hard work.
 And now we are setting our sights on Harrisburg, PA for next year.  The dates are September 19-23 at the Red 
Lion Hotel Harrisburg/Hershey.  I will be working on our schedule and off-site trips over the next weeks and 
months so stay tuned for further information in the Red Diamond and on our web site @ 
http://www.societyofthefifthdivision.com/.  
 I would like to refer you to a very good article that is posted on our web site from Bob Dudley about prostate 
cancer.  I know who wants to think about that, but education and awareness in our age group is paramount to 
keeping us healthy.  You can find the article by going to the web site and on the left-hand side halfway down is a 
link called “Veteran Health Posting”, click on this link for some very good information.
 My wife Melinda and I are looking forward to serving you as we make plans for Harrisburg next year.  If you 
have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to contact me or someone on the Executive Board.

Bud Wagner
President, Society of the 5th Division  



  Hello everyone, I hope this finds you doing well.  As for my 2025 Reunion, I'm still working on it and no location is for sure yet.  I also want to thank the many people that continue to help me with these electronic contraptions.   Bob Dudley and my son in law Ted, a special thank you to both of you.         My Wife and I love to travel on our motorcycle.  This summer we are planning a trip to Louisiana.  If it works out we will have been in every state west of the Mississippi River on our motorcycle.   We have already been to the Smokey Mountains. We just love traveling on our bike.  It's a  2017 Harley Trike.  Somewhat different than the 2 wheels.  Took a little getting use to.          I am looking forward to this fall for Hal's reunion in San Antonio, Tx.  Wife also has relatives there also.          I Would like to thank JJ for me even being at these reunions.  He was Society President the first time I came to one and it was in Branson, Mo. in 2010.  I saw the listing for the 5th Inf. Division in the American Legion mag.  I had always looked for it but never really knew it existed.  Had his phone number as the person to contact. So I called JJ.  About all he asked was if I was in the 5th Inf Div.?  I said yes I was.  Then he told me about the SOFD and said that they would like for the person to join the Society.  So I did.   Then I find out that it is the oldest running reunion in the Military i believe.  Have only missed one since and that was 2011.  I truly enjoy them.. I enjoy meeting some of the men I served with plus meeting a lot of the men that was in  the field  that we fired for and supported.   I really do wish more of you Red Devils would come to a reunion just once before your health get to where you can no longer travel. I think if you come once you will think seriously about coming again.            Stephen Bass was the first guy that I became acquainted with when I first got to C-2 and was assigned to gun 5.  Always said he took me under his wing and told me the do's & don'ts.          James Boblett, I just remember seeing that name on a shirt. But can't honestly remember him in person.          Truman Hengesteg, well most everyone remembered  ''Grandpa''.            Rob Leslie, he was also on gun 5.  But before I could really get to know the crew of gun 5,  I was taken off and sent to FDC.   Not sure about anybody else, but I seldom strayed far from my section I was assigned to. Unless it was to go have a nice cold, {hahaha}, beer at the club bunker.             Do hope that some of you guys from C 5/4 arty that has never been to a SOFD reunion would come to one.  I truly believe you will enjoy it. one doesn't have to stay the entire time.  One day or every day as you wish. Larry Burnett

2nd VP

  As always hope everyone is doing fine and in good health for our age.  Spring chickens are a thing of the past. At least for me.  Yesterday was 105*, so yes we are having some warm weather.  Unusual for June but surprise. Like most areas around us.  We need rain.     We finally have a signed contract for the 2025 Reunion.  It will again be in Kansas City, Mo. at the same Hotel as in 2017.  As they pretty much honored the same contract as the 2017 with exception of the room rates being a little higher as would be expected after 6 years.  Again I thank the Society board members for all their help and input.  Bob Dudley set a very high standard in 2017 so I hope I can just come close and I will feel successful.     Am looking forward to Hal’s reunion in San Antonio as it is sure to be a great one.  Hope more 5th Div. Members from the southern Midwest can find a way to make it this year.  One day or every day.  It's your choice,  but please try.     As I said in my last report. Wife and I was planning to make a trip to Louisiana this year.  Well we made it happen. Went as far as Lafayette.  Did a swamp tour and saw a few alligators.  Being a country boy growing up I probably enjoyed it the most.  I grew up next to a creek and a lot of timber but we did have to worry about gators. Tried to get my wife to pet one but she wasn’t having none of it.  I never stood up in the boat.  Was afraid she would try and get even.  Met some nice and interesting people, [they talk funny down there], they thought I did but I knew better.  Wife mentioned New Orleans but I said to big of a city and way to many people for me and a motorcycle.  Oh did I mention Humidity!!  You could cut it with a knife.  Wow. Larry Burnett 2nd VP
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     Larry Burnett
   Vice President 

Hello from our 1st

  Hello everyone.  Hope this finds everyone in good  health.
Cooler weather at last is here.  35 Saturday morning.  What a change.  But like all living in the midwest WE 
NEED RAIN.  Not as bad as our friends in Texas but lot of ponds won’t last through the winter without some 
measurable amounts of rain.
    I would like to thank Hal for a great reunion in San Antonio. [after they got the AC fixed]  I really enjoyed it and 
meeting old friends and new people for the first time attendees is always enjoyable and interesting. 
    Don’t really have much to add for my 2025 reunion in KC for now.  Wife and I have been checking some 
possible sites to visit and tour.  Been to a couple places thus far but are going to check more a little later this 
year. 
    Sounds like my wife has maybe found a new 5th Div. person here in our area.  He drives a school bus in our 
district.  Am excited to meet him and visit with him about joining the Society. 

1st VP
Larry Burnett

    We all need to be praying for Israel. 
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A Message from our
2nd Vice President
Lee Aanonsen
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25 September 2022 Audit was completed in for 2021 and was printed in the Red Diamond.  It was a successful audit. Look for information in the Red Diamond next year to use credit card. $1800.00 was made from the hospitality room during the reunion. 2021 reunion 17 mail order transactions for $1233.00,  2022 reunion 69 mail order transactions for $3420.00. Sold more shirt this time. Motion to resupply the shirt inventory. Motion made, seconded and passed. Constitution committee Discussion on the change to the constitution.  Article 3 (membership), section A, to allow more younger armed forces veterans eligible members to join the 5th INF DIV. Motion to change the constitution of Article 3 (membership), section A, Motion made, seconded and passed unanimously. Slate of Officers 2022-2023 President – Hal Roller 1st Vice President – Bud Wagner 2nd Vice President – Larry Burnett Secretary – Scott Murrah Treasures – George Shoener Historian – Roger Allen Chaplain – Ron VanBeek Judge Advocate – Phil Maniscalco Editor – David Kocan Quartermaster – Dennis Coulter Webmaster – Joe Boman Motion to approve the slate, second and passed unanimous. US Army museum at Fort Belvoir, walk of honor, would like to put some plaque.  Made a committee to research that. Inventory of coins 300 Propose Lee Anderson goes thru the chairs starting next year. Purpose purchase a multi-bugle at the next board or find donations for it. Thought about advertising in Veteran magazines for the Division. Thanks to the board members who stay on the board for many years to make the society continue.

 

Society of the 5th Infantry Division, U.S. Army Scott Murrah, National Secretary P.O. Box 162176 Fort Worth, TX 76161

The Minutes from our Secretary

Christian Chaplain Message

Jesus Feeding the 5000 The poor, common people of Israel had just heard the terrible news, that John the Baptist, the first Prophet, that God had sent to Israel in 400 years, had just been beheaded, by King Herod.  With such an horrific, unexpected, devastating event, Obviously the common people were in shock, bewildered beyond measure, trying to comprehend how that their esteemed Prophet, could have been killed by Israel’s leaders, and was dead, at such an early age of 30 years old.  The common people had had such high hopes for John the Baptist, and now he was dead.  You can get some idea of their shock, in that they instinctively went to Jesus, to get some comfort, and to maintain a sense of normality.   They naturally clung to the Person Whom John the Baptist had specifically pointed out to them  to follow, for He was the Son of God, The Messiah.    John was gone; Jesus was left and their hearts were no right with God. What a huge hole had suddenly come into their life.  Now, Typical, when in shock the people often do irrational things, so much so, that now on that day, these people’s emotions got the best of them, and they even forgot to bring food, for themselves and their family, during their journey.   Internally, Their hearts were in turmoil, their affections violated, their emotions were savaged, and their only thoughts were to get close to Jesus.   They had forgotten food, one of the most essential part of any journey.    Now it doesn’t even seem they noticed they had no food as they listen to Jesus preach throughout the day.  Never man spoke as Jesus Spoke and they might have comfort from His Voice and Presence.   Indeed they had food from God, Himself, a meal in the desert.  

But now the evening was coming and the Apostles grew concerned, for around them were probably 10,000 people, who were without food, and it was going to be night soon.  They suggested to Jesus to send the people to the surrounding villages to buy food, but Jesus said, let them stay, and we will feed them.   Now the Apostles checked how much food they had in the crowd, and they found that y had only 2 fish, and 5 loaves, that was it.  The incredulous Apostles presented this fact, and asked how Jesus was going to feed this many people with such a small amount of food.   Jesus said, let them, come near, let them come close to Me, and tell them to sit down.   Jesus then, looking up to Heaven, Blessed the 2 fish and 5 loaves, and then began breaking pieces off from that food.   Miraculously, As He brake piece off the fish and the loaves, the part He broke off, miraculously grew back again.  Jesus was Creating food, just like He provided manna to the children of Israel, in the wilderness.   Over and over, Jesus multiplied this food, and fed all of these 10,000.  Actually more was gathered up in baskets, than what they had started with.   All of those 10,000 people saw a great Miracle from God’s Hand, that Proved again, that Jesus was The God/man.   Only Divinity could Create something from nothing.  Divinity was on open display but the crowd missed this vital point.   The  Apostles who distributed the food; saw this Miracle firsthand.  Sadly, this crowd recognized only a part of this Miracle, and they followed Jesus to be entertained, and possibly see another Miracle, instead of submitting as sinners, in need of His Blood Covering for their sins, from Jesus, as the Son of God.   As soon as this Miracle is finished Jesus immediately sends His Apostles, back to their home town, on their boat.   Yes, we read that He constrains them.   Perhaps they went reluctantly, but they obeyed because they knew all things that must be according to God’s Plan.  They did not know that this was a testing time for them, and their faith would be exercised, while saints everywhere in the world throughout the ages would be able to read of this event, and have their faith strengthened.  Where God Gives a Command, even though we don’t know the reason, we must obey.   Meanwhile, Jesus remains behind and finished instructing the crowd in correct and True Christian Theology, that the Pharisee Christian Church Leaders in Jerusalem, had so radically distorted.   Finishing that final instruction to the people, and He must have had much to say, about John the Baptist, and his ministry.   He reminded them, of all that John had spoke to them, that Jesus was the Son of God, the Lamb of God, and that everyone must obey and follow Jesus.   Sadly, all of Jesus Instruction fell on stony ground faith, where it died.   Jesus tells us that they only followed Him to see more Miracles, not have their sins forgiven.  Then, He went up to a mountain to pray, and spend time alone with His Father.   HE Knew that man must not live by bread alone.   Spiritual food was His Daily food. 
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Christian Chaplain Message:   Aliens exist; & they are here

Last month, in Washington, DC, our Congress held an official congressional hearing on aliens.  Such a bizarre 
hearing had never been seen before.   There the many witnesses alleged, and swore under official oath, that 
they had personally seen, and experienced many unexplainable sightings of alien objects, during the last 
generation, that defy, any normal human abilities, or anything known on this earth.   Therefore, they insisted that 
these unexplained things, must be alien beings, or alien forces, coming from some other universe or unknown 
dimension.   We know, The media breathlessly reports daily of some new planet in the universe where they 
believe life exists.  O how eagerly humans want anything, but God, to rule over them.    Many were pilots who 
testified of seeing Things such as aircraft can accelerate far faster than any aircraft on earth, that can reverse 
directions instantly, that can suddenly disappear, or dive into the water, etc. etc.   Superior things, Bizarre 
unexplainable things, that were far above anything humans can do.   Even giving testimony, that our military has 
secretly retrieved crashed alien aircraft, constructed of superior medals unknow to us, and they have even 
recovered the bodies of alien pilots, that were clearly non human, and then conspired to keep these things 
secret, from the citizens of this country, for the last generation.   

Many Christians ask the obvious question.   How could these strange things be happening, in a normal society, 
today, to normal looking people.  Yes, these are bizarre things, Unbelievable things, that defy human logic.    
Nothing this bizarreness was ever even been seen or spoken of before, in all the 119 previous generations, that 
existed previous to this generation.   But, fortunately we have God’s Word, The Scriptures, to explain them.   
Sadly, it will only be to those who have received eyes to see, and ears to hear.   The rest will go on in their 
insane conspiracy concoctions.  Yes, this strange phenomenon of the subject of aliens, is only happening in this 
present generation, and as we will seen, there is a very good reason, that it is happening only now. 

But before we go there, we must understand the real meaning of aliens.  The dictionary defines Aliens as some 
being on earth; that is outside of mankind.  Using that narrow definition, we can say with utmost confidence, that 
yes, of course aliens are real, yes, they exist and yes, they are here on earth right now.   Yes, aliens are in the 
same place, or room, you are in right now.   You just can’t see them for they are in the spiritual world, invisible to 
us humans.  Yes, Aliens really exist in this world, in huge numbers, every day, all day.   These aliens actually 
are older than humans, for they were on earth, even before the first humans, Adam and Eve.   Moreover, there 
are even two different kinds of aliens.    Obviously, then to deny that aliens are real and exist; is a denial of 
Truth, of Scripture itself, for Scripture speaks of these aliens repeatedly.   Their Spiritual nature, is far greater, 
far more advanced, than our human nature.   And yes, There is a violent, vicious war, going on in the spiritual 
world, violent war between the Good Angels, and the Bad angels.   Heaven is an extremely busy place, a war 
camp, with both of these great angelic forces clashing mightily.   We in our human nature are blind to this war, 
but at times, and especially in the last days, of last days, we will be seeing these aliens more and more.  For at 
that time the evil angels are loosed for a season, by God, to sift and try Christians and Christianity.

A Sermon from our Chaplain
       Ron VanBeek
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            But, First, before we look for these aliens, then we must define what the term alien really means.  The 
Dictionary more fully defines aliens as; some being, differing in nature, or in characteristic, to humans; to the 
point of being incompatible with humans.   That is an excellent definition, for both of these two types of aliens, 
the Good and the Bad Angels, that really exist in Heaven and on earth today, are utterly incompatible with 
humans, with human nature.  They are the aliens beings, which are seen today.   Yes, angels are as far away 
from being like our human nature, as anything can possible be.   Yes, As far away, as East is from West, as up 
is from down, as light is from darkness.  

These two types of Aliens, who really do exist in heaven and on earth, all around us; are easy to explain.   
Simply put, they are The millions and billions of Angels, which God had originally Created sinless, in a split 
second, on the 1st Day of Creation.  From Scripture even we read of 7 different levels of angels, serving 
different roles and functions.  Each which God Created, each according to His Plan, in The Trinity’s Grand 
Master Blue Print, for the Creation.    

Now, We know, one of the highest of those Created angels, rebelled against God, in Heaven, shortly after 
Creation.  In his rebellion, Lucifer, who was one of the most beautiful and powerful angels, willfully, instantly lost, 
his sinless innocence, and earned the awful name, Prince of Evil, satan, The father of all lies.   We periodically 
get a hint of these aliens,    or angels, written of in Scripture.  Yes, the two types of Angels, both the Fallen and 
the Good Angels, is the sum and substance, of where all reports of aliens comes from that are appearing so 
strangely in our day.  It must be emphasized with absolute certainly, There are not any aliens, outside of these 
two types of angels, whom God has Created for the spiritual world.

To understand aliens, we are going to look at how God Describes them in Scripture, from Rev. 13.   These evil 
angels, in the last days, are loosed from their chains of hell, for a season, to refine the church.   More 
importantly, God allows them to exercise great power in their days of loosening, to delude, to deceive, foolish 
humans, with delusional miracles.  We can read of this in Scripture:

Rev. 13:11 – And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a lamb, and he 
spake as a dragon, and he exercise all the power of the first beast before him, and because the earth and them 
which dwell therein, to worship the first beast whose deadly wound was healed. And he do with great wonders, 
so that he makes fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men. And deceived them that dwell on 
the earth, by the means of those miracles, which he had power to do, in the sight of the beast, saying to them 
that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which has the wound by a sword, and did 
live. And he had power to give life and to the image of the beast, that the image of the beast could both speak, 
and cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast, should be killed.   An he caused all, both 
small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in therefore heads, that no 
man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark or the name of the beast or the number of his name. 



                             RESULTS OF FINANCIAL REVIEW-SOCIETY OF THE 5TH DIVISION, U.S. ARMY                                          CALENDAR YEAR JANUARY 1, 2022 TO DECEMBER 31, 2022Utilizing established review procedures, the Audit Committee of the Society of the 5th Division executed a review of the Society’s financial statement and activities for the Calendar Year ending December 31, 2022. The objectives of the review were to determine if proper accountability was maintained over Society funds and if such funds were used to accomplish the Society’s objectives.The Society of the 5th Division was created in 1919 to (1) perpetuate and memorialize the valiant acts and patriotic deeds of the 5th Division; (2) promote fellowship and the interest and welfare of its members; and (3) publish and preserve the history and accomplishments of the 5th Division and the Society. These objectives are achieved through the efforts of Society members, under the leadership of its officers, and annual reunions for members and special guests.The Society’s National Treasurer is responsible for the overall accountability of Society funds. As such, the National Treasurer maintains the Society’s checking account, bank statements, vendor invoices, and other accounting records to support and summarize the receipt of income and the disbursement of funds for expenditures. At the end of each calendar year the Treasurer prepares an Account Activity Report reflecting the results of financial operations and the financial condition of the Society. The Audit Committee used these records to perform the review.The Calendar Year 2022 Account Activity Report (Attached) shows that the Society generated income of $21,458.35 from dues, donations, quartermaster sales and income from its annual reunion. The report also reflects expenditures of $16,162.89 for quartermaster purchases, donations to several organizations, and general administrative activities. The Audit Committee analyzed the accounting records provided by the Treasurer and concluded that the records adequately support income and expenditure amounts reflected on the Account Activity Report. We also concluded that the Account Activity Report accurately reflects the financial condition of the Society of the 5th Division. Additionally, the expenditures incurred during the year appeared reasonable and consistent with Society objectives. The Committee extends its appreciation to the Society’s Treasurer for the timely submission and the thoroughness of the records needed for this review.Audit Committee MembersGary J. BarardBud Wagner

  TAPS Raymond Rowe                    died Nov. 15, 2023                             5th Division –  A-1/61 Ken Taggert                            died Feb. 4, 2023                                5th Division – D-1/11 Christian Dethloff                  died April 15, 2023                             5th Division-75th                                                                                                                                         Support Bernie Whitt                           died April 19, 2023                             5th Division – 1/61                 

                                                 TAPS Raymond Rowe   died Nov. 15, 2023  5th Div. – A-1/61 Ken Taggert    died Feb. 4, 2023  5th Div. – D-1/11 Christian Dethloff   died April 15, 2023 75th Support Bernie Whitt   died April 16, 2023 5th Div. – 1/61 Charles L. Kruse   died Dec. 14, 2021  5th Div. – 1/61 Brian Health   died April 20, 2023 5th Div.  – Lt. 1/61 John Thomas Craven IV  died May 15, 2023  5th Div. S/Sgt. Casimir R. Lobacz  Killed Sept. 27, 1944 5th Div. 11th Inf., Co. E                    Killed near Drient, identified at Lorraine Cemetery of Saint Avoid, in the square for unknown strangers. 

                                      Lieut. Gen. John Wilson “Iron Mike” O’Daniel One of the United States Army’s greatest divisional commanders of world war two, General O’Daniel, was born in Oxford, Pennsylvania, on 15 February 1894.  His father was a dairy farmer, and his mother’s parents ran a hotel in nearby Newark, Delaware.  His mother died when he was 16 years old, and he and his younger brother moved to Newark, to live with their grandmother and two aunts.  Athletic, O Daniel play baseball and football while attending Delaware College, now the University of Delaware. He was also a member of the Delaware military company in Newark, company E.   It was while he was in college that he received the nickname, Mike, but no one is exactly sure why.   In the mid-1916, O’Daniel’s company was federalized, and along with its parent unit, the first Delaware, was sent to the South West for six months, to secure the border near Deming, New Mexico, during the punitive expedition. He returned to Delaware in the late 1916 and headed back to school at Delaware College.   In May 1917 after the United States declared war on Germany, the previous month, O’Daniel was selected to attend the officers training camp at Fort Meyer, Virginia, in the United States Army’s rapid buildup for World War I. He completed training in August, and received a reserve commission.   In October he received a regular Army commission, and was assigned to the 11th infantry Regiment, fifth division, at Forest in Georgia, where he would serve in company K, under company commander first Lieut. Mark W Clark. The fifth division was deployed to France in early 1918, as part of the American expeditionary forces, and was undergoing training and light combat scrimmaging in the Vosges mountains, until the Saint Michael offensive in September.   During that operation, O’Daniel served as acting company commander, after Clark had been wounded.  Leading the company in the attack, O’Daniel was wounded in the head by a machine gun bullet, but continued spurring his men forward, until he passed out from blood loss.  He was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross, DSC, for this action.  After spending time in the hospital, he returned to the company, to lead it in the Meuse-Argonne campaign, and continued in this role, up until the end of hostilities on 11 November, 1919.   While on occupation duty in Belgium, O’Daniel was selected to serve in the Provincial Regiment as a company commander.  This Regiment participated in many parades and ceremonies held to celebrate the allies great victory, with its last ceremony the victory parade in Washington DC, 10 September 1919.   In view of his toughness, which O’Daniel displayed in his DSC action, iron, was added to the name, Mike, and from then on he was known as, iron Mike.   After the war he served as a company commander, with the black 25th infantry Regiment; in Nogales, Arizona, as an instructor with the New Jersey National Guard 114th infantry Regiment, as a company commander, and then military police detachment commander in Hawaii, with the civilian conservation Corps in Georgia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Alabama. His duties included being the Army liaison officer to the Tennessee Valley Authority, as Prof. of military science and tactics, at the Academy of Richmond County in Augusta Georgia, as commander of the black second Battalion 24th infantry at Fort Benning, Georgia, and in several training capacities with the third Army, serving under Lieut. Gen. Walter Krueger, in Texas before the outbreak of World War II.   (O’Daniel’s service in WWI, WWII, Korea, and Vietnam, will be continued in the next issues.)
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What do you see in the picture above ? Do you see 
me, or are your eyes out of focus. When you look on 
the front cover what do you see? Do you see a 
soldier fighting for his flag, his country, freedom for
all that are dear to him? When we hear of those 
fighting for freedom, do we stand with them or turn
our backs? How do you define a Veteran? How do
you decide what is right and what is not? As a 
Christian I believe that everyone should live in peace
and not be afraid to sleep at night. I also believe 
that those who attack without provocation should
feel the wrath of vengeance. I stand with Israel.
Veterans Day is approaching, and every year I say
my prayers to those who have gone before me. I 
usually go to a cemetery to see the flags waving in 
the breeze and silently thank each and everyone 
for the freedom I have. God Bless America.
Today I wonder if the countries that believe in 
freedom and have fought and died for freedom have 
a Veterans Day.
A big shout out to JJ and Karen Jackson and their 
family. Karen we are so happy to have you back in
the U.S.A. We are all praying for you. 

Happy Veterans Day and never forget 
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98606  360-798-7111 forced to vacate home because of 

closeness of forest fire.TapsGerald Maksymouicz   died 12/24/22  5th Division                                                             96th ChemicalRaymond Rowe             died11/15/22  A-1/61
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Freedom. we have sinned against God; and He has sent this evil upon us.  Then God Gave Israel a Great Victory of

 

acknowledging God would be righteous to cast them away, but pleading forgiveness in Christ’s Blood.   Saying,

 

eyes were opened to see, their sins and corruption.   Bowing down at His Feet they confessed their sins,

 

rebellion against this great Greek apostasy, which defied God.   Great was the mourning of The land, as their

 

Hosts, and they went through the land, blowing the trumpet of war, calling all the people of Israel to arms, to

 

the Name of The Lord of Hosts, Whom thou hast defied.   The Macabees also fought in the Name of The Lord of

 

Lord of Hosts.    Like David of a thousand years earlier, who said to Goliath, 1 Sam. 17:45b, I come to thee, in

 

sins done, which was great, or what this did to their land, which was great, but they fought in the Name of The

 

king’s messenger, who had commanded such an apostasy.   No, they were not grieved in the first place, of the

 

were being forced upon Israel.  Yes, When commanded to sacrifice, they not only refused, but they killed the

 

Matthias, with his five sons, dressed in sackcloth and ashes, and weeping over the sins, of Christendom, that

 

town 13 miles north of Jerusalem, named Modine, there, at that spot, they were met by a defiance priest named

 

apostatsized, and it seemed impossible to stop this madness and evil, until the king’s soldiers came to a little

 

Israel’s apostasy, by bowing to Greek Idols, as an example before the common people.   Yes almost all of Israel

 

upon Jehovah.   Beginning at Jerusalem, the high priest, the priests, the leaders of Christianity, led the way into

 

so many, many of these Jewish Christians now willingly sacrificed to the Greek idol gods, turning their backs

 

hand, to advance this wickedness.  O who can fathom, that such a gross personal betrayal, to Jehovah God, as

 

helped by the Hellenistic Christian Jews, who were secretly ashamed of Jehovah worship, and worked hand in

 

history, including a high percentage today, have considered Antitocus, the Anti-christ.   Amazingly, he was

 

as if the devil had won, on earth.   His devastation against Christendom was so great, that many throughout

 

God, Jupiter.   The penalty of disobedience, was immediate death.   How God’s Remnant mourned as it seemed

 

out all Jehovah influence, he also insisted that every Jewish Christian, had to personally sacrifice to the Greek

 

The Christian distinction, or separation from the world, being totally extinguished.  In his determination to wipe

 

children anymore, or such parents would be killed.    Yes, All the Power of King Antitocus was dedicated against

 

Bible was murdered, Sundays were outlawed, prayer was forbidden, they were not allowed to circumcise their

 

sacred altar in God’s Temple, yes, defiling even the holy of holies with this idolatry.    Anyone caught with the

 

the worship in God’s Temple, and he even personally entered the Holy Temple, to sacrifice a pig, upon the

 

or be killed.   Sadly, most bowed to idols.    He outlawed the reading of God’s word, forbade the sacrifices and

 

city and the Temple.  This king outlawed all things Christian.  He forced all the Christian leaders to bow to idols,

 

In the year 143 BC, King Antiochus, marched with a great Greek army against Jerusalem, and conquered the

 

Chaplain Message, (Christian) - The Maccabee Revival

254-723-3280
Robert Rochell 1129 Castle Bluff Circle Waco , Texas, 76712

   
765-210-1513 Multiple cancer from Agent Orange
Ken Magnett 29 East Ridge Rd. Eddyville, Ky., 42038
listed please email the names, thank you.
call. If you know of anyone who should be 
need prayers, cards and maybe a phone
This page is dedicated to those who may 
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404-984-7005 
Tom Owens 3728 Davis Ford RD.Maryville, Tenn., 37804

Karen Jackson P.O.Box 1845, Cold Springs, Texas77331
936-767-4229



RECEIPTS3,616.00 QM Sales5,593.50 2022 Reunion Income10,489.24 Checking Account Adjustments1,759.61 TOTAL21,458.35 DISBURSEMENTS Secretary Expenses(511.90) QM Expenses(2,891.99) Treasurer Expenses(94.51) Red Diamond Editor Expenses(170.02) IT/Communications Expenses(1,438.68) Donations(6,100.00) 2022 Reunion Expenses(3,467.26) Loss from CDs (Transfer $10,000 from Bank to CDs)(1,488.53) TOTAL(16,162.89) RECEIPTS - DISBURSEMENTS for FY225,295.46 Report of Treasurer - December 31, 2021 (FY21) Cash in Bank42,562.89 Value of Ladder CDs/MM45,033.85 Net Worth87,596.74 Report of Treasurer - December 31, 2022 (FY22) Cash in Bank39,346.88 Value of Ladder CDs53,545.32 Net Worth92,892.20 Net Worth Difference for FY225,295.46 George B. Shoener National Treasurer SOFDReport of the Treasurer of the Society of the Fifth Division Account Activity for FY22 (01/01/22-12/31/22) Secretary - Dues ($2695) + Donations ($921) ON 07/01/22 $10,000 WAS MOVED FROM BANK TO LADDER CDs

 

As you can see our unit tribute plaque was installed this week.  I had hoped to attend, but they didn’t know what 

date the installation was going to happen. I couldn’t have attended anyway since I’ve been sick for 3 weeks. Good picture attached of our plaque. BobSir,

I have great news - your Unit Tribute was installed! I am attaching a picture for your reference. It is located in Section 4 of our Unit Tribute wall. Regarding your question about holding a ceremony, some groups do choose to have a gathering / small ceremony at their Unit Tribute. These ceremonies can be up to 25 minutes long and 

must be coordinated in advance with the Foundation. No flags may be used during the ceremony.Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance.Warm regards,LeahSir,

I received an update that our goal is to have the installation team arrive on 16 May around 1030 hours. I do not know exactly what time they will begin working on installing the Unit Tributes, as they have numerous donor items to install throughout the Museum and campus. Also, this date is weather dependent, and should we have 

unpleasant weather, the installation could happen on 17, 18, or 19 May.Thank you,Leah
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—— ARTICLE 1 ——
"NAME"
The name of this Society shall be, “The Society of the Fifth Division, United States Army.”

—— ARTICLE II ——
"OBJECTS"
The Objects of this Society shall be:
     A.  To perpetuate and memorialize the valiant acts and patriotic deeds of the Fifth Division; to electrify and 
unify that invisible current of fellowship, friendship and comradeship moulded in the throes of war and the 
exigencies of a peacetime service, and promote the interests and welfare of its members.

     B.  To publish and preserve the history of the accomplishments of the Fifth Division and the Society, in war 
and peace, and set forth the gallant and heroic deeds of its members.

—— ARTICLE III ——
"MEMBERSHIP"
Membership in this Society shall be of four kinds: Annual, Associate, Honorary, and Life members.  Membership 
will be comprised of:  (1) members of Local Camps, and (2) members at large who do not belong to any Local 
Camp.

     A.  ELIGIBILITY:  Those who served honorably as officers and enlisted men and women in the Fifth Infantry 
Division during its periods of activation are eligible to become members of this Society.  Also eligible to become 
members of this Society are war veterans who served honorably as officers and enlisted men and women in the 
United States Armed Forces and who are ancestors (parent, grandparent, etc.), lineal descendants (child, 
stepchild, grandchild, etc.) or collateral descendants (brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, etc.) of those who 
served in the Fifth Infantry Division.  Also eligible are war veterans of Regiments of the Fifth Infantry Division 
that remain active in the United States Armed Forces. (Note: Eligibility requirements were amended and 
approved at the annual reunion/convention on Sunday, September 25, 2022, during the Business Meeting in 
Springfield, MO.)

     B.  ANNUAL:  An Annual member is one whose dues are fully paid yearly.  Delinquent members will be 
dropped from the Society rolls three months after the date of expiration of dues.

     C.  ASSOCIATE:  Associate membership in this Society may be conferred upon any member of a family of a 
Fifth Division veteran, or any person who did not serve in the Fifth Division, but who is interested in the activities 
of the Society upon payment of annual dues as required in Section A. of ARTICLE VI hereof. Associate 
Members shall not have the right to vote under Section E. of ARTICLE V hereof. They are extended the choice 
of becoming an Annual or Life member.

     D.  HONORARY:  Honorary membership in this Society may be conferred upon any individual to whom the 
membership may wish to give special recognition or reward, through election by majority vote of those in 
attendance at an Annual Meeting.  Honorary members are required to pay dues and are not entitled to vote:  
They may also become Annual or Life members.
     E.  LIFE:  Any member wishing to become a LIFE member may do so by paying the following one-time dues: 
age less than 61, $150.00; age 61-69, $75.00; age over 70, $50.00.  All LIFE members are subject to any 
special assessments declared by the Executive Board or adopted at any meeting.

CONSTITUTION OF THE SOCIETY OF THE FIFTH DIVISION, UNITED STATES ARMY

— Amended 25 September 2022 —



Hello, 

 Do you have a recommendation for a website/book/resource concerning the 5th Division's activities during WW1? An ancestor of mine, Levi Martin, was assigned to the 5th Division and was killed in action during WW1, on 

October 16th, 1918. He was 22 years old.  He is buried in the Meuse-Argonne Cemetery in France. I am trying 

to write an article about him; he deserves to be remembered. Thank you in advance. Sincerely, Mark MilesSincerelyInline image

 

National Museum of the US Army
Unit Tribute Plaques

As published in the February issue of the Red Diamond, the National Museum of the United States Army is the 

official museum for the history of the United States Army and is located at Fort Belvoir, VA just outside 
Washington, DC.  Fortunately, the museum is located adjacent to the fort so you do not have to go through 
security to access it.   It opened on November 11, 2020. The objectives of the museum are to honor America's 
soldiers, preserve Army history, and educate the public about the Army's role in American history.  

The museum has a Path of Remembrance leading to the museum that incorporates 12” x 18” Unit Tribute 

plaques that line the path. A motion was passed at the national business meeting during the Springfield reunion 

to explore purchasing a plaque for the 5th Division.  A four-man committee was established to develop a design 

for the plaque:
• Mike Cooper
• Jim Donivan

• Bob Dudley

• George Shoener

The approved design was submitted to the Army Historical Foundation on 28 November 2022.  The design was 
approved by the museum and the plaque was installed along the Path of Remembrance the week of May 15th 
and is located in Section 4 of the Unit Tribute Wall.

Hello all. After our board meeting last night I sent Nhon The a message stating that the society had voted unanimously to 

appropriate money for binoculars.  I told him also that the full membership would have the opportunity to make a 

donation to this gift at our reunion in San Antonio, Texas this September and that the binoculars would be hand carried to him by one of the guides of Vietnam battlefield tours at their next opportunity to travel to Quang Tri. His response: Currently, I am the President of the Veterans Association of Cam Tuyen Commune, Cam Lo District, Quang Tri Province and am participating in Project 515 surveying, locating, and exhuming the remains of North Vietnamese soldiers who sacrificed themselves in the war and It's very touching that you have come to such a far away place to do a very meaningful job for the Vietnamese people in general and helping us identify a mass 

grave. Let's leave the past in war and as you said You and your friends were just soldiers of war, war is now just 

a memory and we see each other as friends. I would like to thank you and your friends and wish you and your friends good health and happiness. May God bless and protect you. Thank you so much! See you again ❤❤❤He refers to me as Uncle Louis and wishes, me hard feet on soft stones.  
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—— ARTICLE IV ——
"LOCAL CAMPS"
Inasmuch as members of the Society are widely scattered throughout the United States, authority is vested in 
the Executive Board to organize branches of the Society to be known as Camps.  Because of the greater 
benefits to be enjoyed through Camp membership, every Society member shall be urged by the National 
President to affiliate with the Local Camp of his choice.

—— ARTICLE V ——
"ORGANIZATION"
     A.  OFFICERS:  The following National Officers shall be elected annually for one-year terms:
               National President
               National 1st Vice President
               National 2nd Vice President
               National Secretary
               National Treasurer
               National Historian
               National Chaplain
               National Judge Advocate
               National Editor
               And such Honorary Officers as the Society may authorize.

     Duties of National Officers:
               1.  NATIONAL PRESIDENT:  The National President (or, in his absence, the National 1st Vice 
President, or National 2nd Vice President) shall preside at the meetings of the Society.  The National President 
shall be responsible for the administration of the Society in all functions and undertakings, in accordance with 
the policies established by the Executive Board or the membership in meeting assembled. The National 
President shall be the Chairman of the Executive Board.
               2.  NATIONAL 1ST VICE PRESIDENT:  The National First Vice President shall perform the duties of 
the National President in the absence of that official, and shall serve in any administrative capacity designated 
by the National President.  In the event of the death, resignation, or incapacity in other matters of the National 
President, the National 1st Vice President shall succeed to the office of National President and continue in the 
office until the next election.
               3. NATIONAL 2ND VICE PRESIDENT:  The National Second Vice President shall serve in any 
administrative capacity designated by the National President. In the event of the National First Vice President’s 
succession to the National Presidency, the National Second Vice President shall be termed simply “The 
National Vice President.”
               4. NATIONAL SECRETARY:  The National Secretary shall be the Statistical Officer of the Society, 
being responsible for keeping complete and up-to-date files of the names, addresses, and former military 
organizations of members of the Society.  The National Secretary shall be responsible for keeping a separate 
list showing the members by Camps and the geographical localities in which they live.  The National Secretary 
shall keep a list of names and addresses of all parties with whom the Society deals.  The National Secretary 
shall be responsible for keeping the minutes of all meetings of the Society, shall keep a file of all 
correspondences of the Society, and shall be responsible that all members of the Society are properly notified of 
all meetings of the Society in time for them to act on the notification.  The National Secretary shall remit to the 
National Treasurer all monies received for the Society on the 1st and 15th of each month.  Upon termination of 
National Secretary's term of office, the National Secretary shall turn over all the Society's files, software and 
equipments to the successor.
               5. NATIONAL TREASURER:  The National Treasurer shall be responsible for the reception, 
disbursement, and safekeeping of all funds pertaining to the Society and shall render an annual accounting for 
the same which shall be audited and distributed to all members of the Society. All checks issued by the National 
Treasurer against Society funds must be approved by the National President or supported by appropriate 
statements or invoices.  The National Treasurer shall arrange for a suitable bond for all the elected officers of 
the Society, and shall furnish a copy to the National President and the National Secretary.  Upon termination of 
his term of office, the National Treasurer shall turn over to his successor all Society funds, records and files.
               6. NATIONAL HISTORIAN:  The National Historian shall be responsible for preparing, publishing, and 
preserving historical data pertaining to the Fifth Division, the Society and its Annual Reunions, and the deeds of 
the officers and men thereof.  The National Historian shall be the custodian of the History of the Fifth Division, 
and shall render an annual accounting and report to the Society.
               7. NATIONAL CHAPLAIN:  The National Chaplain shall conduct the devotional and memorial services 
at the meetings of the society, and perform the usual duties of chaplain of a veteran's organization.
               8. NATIONAL JUDGE ADVOCATE:  The National Judge Advocate's duty shall be to advise the 
National President and the Executive Board on the legality and constitutionality of all questions and matters 
submitted to the National President.
               9. NATIONAL EDITOR:  The duties of the National Editor shall be to publish quarterly the Red 
Diamond magazine to the membership of the Society from a list provided by the National Secretary.



I just received some information from the American Battle Monuments Commision (ABMC), Meuse-Argonne Cemetery, concerning Levi Martin. I've attached some photos in reference to this. One is a recovery card detailing the recovery of PFC Martin's remains from the battlefield to the Meuse-Argonne Cemetery. It lists him as being in Company D, 11th Infantry Regiment, 5th Infantry Division. The other attachment is a map of the battlefield of the Meuse-Argonne Battle. In the lower left portion is a small green oval. This is the location where the ABMC believes he was killed in action on October 16th, 1918, and also where he was disinterred on June 17th, 1919. This is just several hundred yards from where the Meuse-Argonne Cemetery is located. It is helpful to see this location on Google Earth, as Google Earth shows the cemetery, as well as the towns nearby. I've gotten a copy of "The Official History of the Fifth Division, U.S." reprinted by Forgotten Books. It has detailed casualty reports, by name, of the various timeframes, but I cannot find any mention of PFC Levi Martin. I thank you for your assistance in researching PFC Martin. I am continuing to conduct research attempting to find a Next of Kin that may have letters, etc. If I find more information, I will keep you informed. Sincerely, Mark Miles

Gentlemen, After our meeting last night I found the 407th Radio Research reunion notice, it was in the VVA Veteran magazine. I emailed the listed contact and got the following reply. In a series of back-and-forth messages I urged his comrades to register and take advantage of the Society reunion. He said that he and his wife would, and that they had never been to one of our reunions before. He is a Society member by the way - I checked the roster. Can whoever makes up the unit sign in sheets do one for the 407th Radio Research? This is a good chance to recruit for membership. They wore the Red Diamond too!!

Hi Roger, Great to hear from you.  I was in Vietnam from July '70 to July '71. I started my tour at Hqs of 509th RR Group, the "parent" of all the various Radio Research (Army Security Agency) companies and detachments around the country.  My duties took me to virtually all of our subordinate units including the 407th on Con Thien.  ASA was driving me crazy in Saigon.  I wanted out.  COL Clark Trainer who was XO to BG Hill, CO of 1st of the 5th was able to get me a transfer up there.  Because of the level and type of my security clearance, I became a Brigade Intelligence Operations Officer.  The 407th provided invaluable intel to the 1st of the 5th.  Because I had visited them during my Radio Research stint and because I received their intel when I became a Red Devil, I am sort of an honorary member of the 407th. I am a member of The Society of The Fifth and am aware of the reunion in San Antonio in September.  I suggested to the 407th guys that we have our reunion the same time and place and they agreed.  I expect a number of us will visit the Red Devil reunion.  I will encourage them to do so. Just curious-how many folks do you expect at the reunion?  Our unit is small and we will probably have 15 veterans and a number of spouses. Hope I see you in San Antonio. Best wishes, Bob 

Bob, I saw your reunion notice in the VVA Veteran. The 407th was attached to the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division in Vietnam, and the Society of the Fifth Division is having our annual reunion that weekend in San Antonio. Are you going to be joining us? That would be wonderful if y'all do. Anyone who wore the Red Diamond is welcome to attend our reunion, whether they are members of the Society or not. I'm the National Historian for the Society and sit on the Executive Board. www.societyofthefifthdivision.com Roger Allen Co A, 75th Support Battalion
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     B.  EXECUTIVE BOARD:  Government of this Society shall be vested in an Executive Board composed of 
elected Active Members who have demonstrated an enthusiastic, constructive interest in the Society and who 
shall be selected annually as follows:
     1. Two Past National Presidents.
     2. All elected officers shall be members of the Executive Board.
     3. The National President shall be Chairman of the Executive Board.
     4. The Executive Board is authorized and empowered to direct and conduct the business of the Society and 
to order the National Officers to make such disbursements as it deems necessary to conduct the Society's 
business. Issues considered by the Executive Board shall be determined by a majority vote of those members 
of the Board present at a meeting of the Board. When the Board votes by mail, the issue shall be determined by 
a majority of the votes cast.

     C.  ADVISORY COMMITTEE:  There shall be a president's advisory Committee, constituted as follows:
          1. All National Officers.
          2. All living Past Presidents who are Active Members.
          3. One representative from each Active Camp, to be chosen by the Camp and so certified by the National 
President.
          4. Eight members – at-large - to be chosen geographically as follows:
                Two from the Northeast (region east of the Mississippi River and North of the Ohio River extended).
                Two from the Southeast (region east of the Mississippi River and South of the Ohio River extended).
                Two from the West (region west of the Mississippi River).
                Two Vietnam veterans at large.

          The functions of the Advisory Committee shall be to bring before the National President any and all 
questions and recommendations pertaining to the welfare of the Society which may arise in the Camps, and to 
advise and consult with the National President on any matters the National President cares to submit to them.

     D.  ELECTIONS:  All National Officers and the Executive Board shall be elected for one-year terms at the 
Annual Business Meeting held at the Society's Annual Reunion, by a majority of the votes cast.  In the event no 
Annual Reunion is held, the annual election shall be conducted by mail in a manner to be determined by the 
Executive Board.

     E.  VOTING:  Voting for National Officers, Members of the Executive Board, and on all other matters coming 
before the Annual or Special Meeting shall be as follows:
          Each active member in good standing shall be entitled to one vote.  Voting of the Active Membership of 
Local Camps shall be delegates selected not later than thirty (30) days prior to the Annual Meeting, one 
delegate and one alternate for each ten (10) members or fraction thereof in good standing.  The delegate or 
delegates of each Local Camp present at the Annual Meeting shall be entitled, as determined by the Credentials 
Committee.  Such Credential Committee shall be appointed by the National President at each meeting.  Active 
members in good standing present at the Annual Meeting, who are not members of a Local Camp shall cast 
their individual votes.  At Special Meetings of the Society, the votes of Active Members in good standing shall be 
cast in the same manner, except the requirement for election delegates by Local Camps thirty (30) days prior 
shall not apply.  Local Camps shall submit to the National Secretary not less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
Annual Meeting a list of the duly elected delegates and alternates as herein before provided.  In case camps are 
formed after the thirty (30) day period provided for above before the Annual Meeting they shall be allowed to 
elect their delegates.

          The term "Active Member in good standing" shall be taken to mean Active Members with National dues 
paid up to thirty (30) days prior to the meeting.

     F.  FISCAL PERIOD:  For the purpose of accounting for receipts and expenditures of the Society, the fiscal 
year shall end on December 31st of each year.  (Note: Fiscal Period was amended from July 31 to December 
31 at the annual reunion/convention on Sunday, 18  September, 2016, during the Business Meeting in 
Columbus, Georgia). 

     G.  INABILITY OF ELECTED OFFICERS TO CARRY OUT DUTIES:  In case of the inability of any elected 
officer to carry out the duties of his office, the National President, with the approval of the Executive Board, may 
appoint a member of the Society to fill the unexpired term of such elected Officer.

     H.  QUARTERMASTER AND WEB ADMINISTRATOR:  The National President shall appoint a 
Quartermaster and Web Administrator with the approval of the Executive Board.



A little history most people will never know.   

Interesting Veterans Statistics off the Vietnam Memorial Wall.

  

There are 58,267 names now listed on that polished black wall, including those added in 2010.

  

The names are arranged in the order in which they were taken from us by date and within each date the names are alphabetized. It is hard to believe it is 57 years since the first casualty.

The first known casualty was Richard B. Fitzgibbon, of North Weymouth, Mass. Listed by the U.S. Department of Defense as having been killed on June 8, 1956. His name is listed on the Wall with that of his son, Marine Corps Lance Cpl. Richard B. Fitzgibbon III, who was killed on Sept. 7, 1965.

  

There are three sets of fathers and sons on the Wall.

  

39,996 on the Wall were just 22 or younger.

  

8,283 were just 19 years old.

The largest age group, 33,103 were 18 years old.   12 soldiers on the Wall were 17 years old.

  

5 soldiers on the Wall were 16 years old.

  

One soldier, PFC Dan Bullock was 15 years old.

  

997 soldiers were killed on their first day in Vietnam ..

1,448 soldiers were killed on their last day in Vietnam

31 sets of brothers are on the Wall.

Thirty one sets of parents lost two of their sons

54 soldiers attended Thomas Edison High School in Philadelphia . I wonder why so many from one school.

8 Women are on the Wall, Nursing the wounded

244 soldiers were awarded the Medal of Honor during the Vietnam War; 153 of them are on the Wall. Beallsville, Ohio with a population of 475 lost 6 of her sons.

West Virginia had the highest casualty rate per capita in the nation. There are 711 West Virginians on the Wall. The Marines of Morenci - They led some of the scrappiest high school football and basketball teams that the little Arizona copper town of Morenci (pop. 5,058) had ever known and cheered. They enjoyed roaring beer busts. In quieter moments, they rode horses along the Coronado Trail, stalked deer in the Apache National Forest . And in the patriotic camaraderie typical of Morenci's mining families, the nine graduates of Morenci High enlisted as a group in the Marine Corps. Their service began on Independence Day, 1966. Only 3 returned home. The most casualty deaths for a single day was on January 31, 1968 ~ 245 deaths

The most casualty deaths for a single month was May

1968 - 2,415 casualties were incurred.
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—— ARTICLE VI ——
"DUES and ASSESSMENTS"
     A.  DUES:  To be an Annual, Associate, or Honorary Member of this Society, any qualified person shall pay 
annual National Dues of $15.00 per year, or other amount set by the Executive Board, plus whatever local dues 
are set by the Local Camp to which the member belongs.  The annual period of membership shall run for 
Twelve (12) months from the date that the dues are received by the National Secretary of the Society.

     B.  INITIATION FEE:  There shall be no National Initiation Fee.

     C.  ASSESSMENTS:  Assessments may be levied upon Active Members of the Society by a two-thirds 
majority vote of the Active Members thereof present.

     D.  CONTRIBUTIONS:  Any member of the Society may make contributions to the Society, and may indicate 
in connection therewith the exact purpose for which such contribution may be used, and if the purpose is so 
designated by the contributor, said contribution may not be used for any other purpose without the consent of 
the contributor.  All contributions shall be separately accounted for, and recorded in the annual report of the 
Treasurer of the Society.

—— ARTICLE VII ——
"EMBLEM and CREST"
The emblem and the crest of the Society shall be the same as those adopted as the Fifth Division emblem and 
the Fifth Division crest, with proper modification of inscription to conform to the requirements of the Society.

—— ARTICLE VIII ——
"ANNUAL REUNIONS and MEETINGS"
The date and place of the next Annual Reunion and Meeting shall be fixed by majority vote of those entitled to 
vote for National Officers at the Annual Business Meeting. In the event that a meeting place and date cannot be 
fixed at the annual meeting, the decision shall be made by the Executive Board.

—— ARTICLE IX ——
"Headquarters"
The Headquarters of the Society shall be deemed to be the city in which the National Secretary lives.

—— ARTICLE X ——
"AMENDMENTS"
This constitution may be amended in either of two ways:

     A.  By a two-thirds majority of the votes cast at an Annual Meeting in conformity with the provisions of 
Section E, VOTING, of ARTICLE V, ORGANIZATION of this Constitution.

     B.  By a two-thirds majority of the votes cast when a proposed amendment is submitted to the Active 
Members for a mail vote.  Amendments may be proposed by any member or Camp.  Each amendment shall be 
presented to the membership for consideration, with the Board's favorable or unfavorable recommendation, at 
the Annual Meeting or to be voted upon by mail.

—— ARTICLE XI ——
"DISSOLUTION"
Upon the dissolution, or cessation of existence, of the Society, all historical materials in the custody of the 
National Historian and other such records (e.g. files of the National Secretary) shall be turned over to any 
Museum of the Fifth Infantry Division which exists at that time.  Should there be no such museum, the afore 
mentioned materials shall be deposited with the U.S. Army Military History Institute.  After payment of all 
indebtedness, all other assets (e.g. monetary or other such assets) shall be distributed by the Executive Board, 
as constituted at the time of dissolution or cessation of existence, to the Patton museum at Fort Knox, Ky, 
and/or other entities, including but not limited to, the Battle of Normandy Foundation; the museums Clervaux 
and Diekirch, 
Luxembourg; and any VA medical center recreation fund deemed appropriate.



The Buddies of Midvale - LeRoy Tafoya, Jimmy Martinez, Tom Gonzales were all boyhood friends and lived on three consecutive streets in Midvale, Utah on Fifth, Sixth and Seventh avenues. They lived only a few yards apart. They played ball at the adjacent sandlot ball field. And they all went to Vietnam . In a span of 16 dark days in late 1967, all three would be killed. LeRoy was killed on Wednesday, Nov. 22, the fourth anniversary of John F. Kennedy's assassination. Jimmy died less than 24 hours later on Thanksgiving Day. Tom was shot dead assaulting the enemy on Dec. 7, Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day.

For most Americans who read this they will only see the numbers that the Vietnam War created. To those of us who survived the war, and to the families of those who did not, we see the faces, we feel the pain that these numbers created. We are, until we too pass away, haunted with these numbers, because they were our friends, fathers, husbands, wives, sons and daughters. There are no noble wars, just noble warriors.

Please pass this on to those who served during this time, and those who DO Care. I've also sent this to those I KNOW do care very much, and I thank you for caring as you do.

Mr. Roller-  Please allow me to introduce myself as the director of the book program for the Association of the United States Army (AUSA), a non-profit organization devoted to supporting the Army and its Soldiers.  AUSA is proud to announce the release of its latest entry in the Medal of Honor graphic novel series: Medal of Honor: Samuel Woodfill.  I invite you to share this complimentary digital graphic novel with the membership and your colleagues. Those interested can view the work or download a free copy at www.ausa.org/woodfill.  

General John Pershing recognized Samuel Woodfill as the most outstanding soldier of the First World War. When his company came under fire during a battle of the Meuse-Argonne Offensive, Woodfill took out several machine-gun nests with a rifle, a pistol, and a nearby pick-axe. Pershing personally presented Woodfill with the Medal of Honor and later handpicked him to dedicate the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery. 
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Society of the Fifth Division, U.S. Army
Minutes of General Business Meeting
Sunday, September 10, 2023, San Antonio, Texas

The regular Business Meeting of the Society of the Fifth Division, U.S. Army was called to order at 1:00 p.m. 
(EST) by National President Hal Roller in the Tango Ballroom, Holiday Inn Riverwalk, San Antonio, Texas. 
President Roller led The Pledge of Allegiance and the Invocation was made by National Chaplain Ron Van 
Beek. The National Secretary was absent and the Roll Call was taken by President Roller, with the following 
officers present: National President Hal Roller, National First Vice President Bud Wagner, National Second Vice 
President Larry Burnett, National Treasurer George Shoener, National Historian Roger Allen, National Chaplain 
Ron Van Beek, National Judge Advocate Phil Maniscalco, National Editor Dave Kocan.  Past National President 
(1st year on Executive Board) Gary Haverman, Quartermaster Dennis Coulter.
Absent & excused from the business meeting were National Secretary Scott Murrah, Past National President 
(2nd year on Executive Board) Lou Pepi and Web Administrator Joe Boman.  President Roller stated that the 
National Secretary Scott Murrah had to leave for home early and that Past National President Lou Pepi had 
house repair issues in Maine that required attention and Lou was unable to attend the reunion. 
President Roller requested a motion to approve the Minutes from the September 25, 2022 General Business 
Meeting.  The Minutes were posted in the May 2023 issue of the Red Diamond.  A Motion was made and 
seconded to approve the Minutes.  Minutes were unanimously approved. 

Officer Reports
National President: Hal Roller welcome everyone and identified the members attending the reunion/convention 
for the first time. He also stated that the Society is in good shape with membership, participation and finances 
and he appreciated everyone assisting with the reunion whenever requested. The President stated that, as a 
Society, we are fulfilling our mission to help the interest and welfare of our members and other veterans.  

National First Vice President: Bud Wagner stated that it is an honor to be a member of the Society and an honor 
to serve as the President of the Society this coming year.  The reunion/convention next year will be held in 
Harrisburg, PA from September 19, 2024 to September 23, 2024 at the Red Lion Hotel Harrisburg Hershey, 
4751 Lindle Road, Harrisburg, PA 17111.  Bud assured the membership of one issue ~ that the temperatures 
would not get up to 105 degrees, to the laughter of the membership! 
Dave Kocan reminded everyone that years ago at the General Membership meeting on September 2, 2012, 
when the Society’s General Membership approved expanding the dates available for scheduling the reunions 
from Labor Day Weekend to some other period in September each year, that the Society would endeavor to not 
conflict its reunion dates with the Vietnam Veterans Reunion, Kokomo, Indiana annual meeting always held on 
the 3rd weekend in September every year.  The Harrisburg reunion dates conflict with the Vietnam Veterans 
Reunion and it could impact the Harrisburg attendance.     

National Second Vice President: Larry Burnett reported that the 2025 reunion will be held in Kansas City, MO 
from Thursday, September 18, 2025 to Monday, September 22, 2025 at the Hilton Kansas City Airport, 8801 
NW 112th Street, Kansas City, MO 64153.  Larry will be looking at some of the recommendations from Armed 
Forces Reunion for Friday and Saturday tours. Larry also thanked Hal Roller for hosting a great reunion in San 
Antonio. 

National Secretary: Scott Murrah had to leave the reunion early and was not available to give his report.



 here is an article from Lt.Ercey Carver that his daughter sent to me a couple of years ago. She gave me permission so that it may be added to our newsletter. In we,the 7th engineers Vietnam vets were asked to join the WWII 7th Engineers reunions. They held their reunions in Kokomo, In. I met with Lt. Carverfor a few years and Cpt Marks just once. When the WWII vets could no longer attend their reunions the Vietnam vets then started attending the Society's reunions. We are looking forward to the reunion in San Antonio.Ercey's daughter will try to make the San Antonio reunion as she lives nearby.We still have one WWII vet, Dan Santagata who attends the reunion when he can.Thanks, Tom Grafton2554 Cathedral DrSt. Louis, Mo 63129H: 314-416-0535C:314-570-8056                                                   Some WWII Memories of Lt. Ercey Carver7 th Engineer Combat Battalion (Approx. 600 men)5 th Infantry Division (The Red Diamond)3 rd Army (Gen. George Patton)4 Oct. ‘42Inducted into U.S. Army at Ft. Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.Interesting antidote: A day after induction and with minimum of instructions I was walking along the sidewalk near the post and approaching two officers. I passed right between them and gave them the salute with both hands at the same time. Didn’t want either one to be offended by using one hand! Needless to say, they stopped me and corrected me!6 Oct. ‘42Started to travel by train from Ft. Hayes west. Nobody knew where we were headed. At a stop much later,we yelled at some one on the station platform and he said we were in Rolla, Missouri near Ft. Leonard Wood, Missouri8 Oct. ‘42At Ft Leonard Wood, Missouri I began combat engineer training (3 months). Combat engineers in the armylearn how to build roads, blow up roads, build bridges, blow up bridges, lay mines, pick up mines, dig fox holes, carry troops across water in boats, etc. and are armed with weapons to fight with infantry troops when necessary. While at Ft. Leonard Wood I was accepted by the army to attend Officer Candidate School at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia after three months basic engineer training followed by two extra weeks training acting as an officer in handling “misfits” in a temporary “company of engineers” (This was a test to see if we “had it” to go on to officer training school!)

Medal of Honor: Samuel Woodfill was created by a team of professional comic book veterans:  Script: Chuck Dixon (Batman, The Punisher, The ’Nam)  Pencils, Inks, Cover: Geof Isherwood (The ’Nam, G.I. Joe, Conan the Barbarian)  Colors: Peter Pantazis (Justice League, Superman, Black Panther)  Lettering: Troy Peteri (Spider-Man, Iron Man, X-Men)  

American soldiers have always displayed heroism on the battlefield. But only a select few are recognized with the nation's highest military decoration: the Medal of Honor.  The Association of the United States Army celebrates their valor with the Medal of Honor graphic novel series. These full-color digital books are created by a talented team of professionals drawn from the comic book industry, and the details are vetted by professional historians. Each eight-page issue profiles a true American hero, bringing to life the daring deeds that distinguished themselves by gallantry in action “above and beyond the call of duty.”  The series started in October 2018 with the release of Medal of Honor: Alvin York to commemorate the centennial of York’s heroic actions in World War I. To date, seventeen issues have been published, commemorating such heroes as Audie Murphy, Mary Walker, Daniel Inouye, Henry Johnson, and Roy Benavidez.  AUSA is producing four new issues in 2023, along with a paperback collection for the fall:  Medal of Honor: Edward Carter Jr. – for the African American infantryman who took on a German warehouse in World War II Medal of Honor: Samuel Woodfill – to celebrate the doughboy that General John Pershing called the most outstanding soldier of World War I Medal of Honor: Bruce Crandall – for the helicopter pilot who flew over and over again into enemy fire during the first major battle of Vietnam Medal of Honor: Alwyn Cashe – to recognize the Iraq War soldier who pulled six others from a burning Bradley Fighting Vehicle  Information and links to all of the graphic novels are available on AUSA’s Medal of Honor series page at www.ausa.org/moh.   To read Medal of Honor: Samuel Woodfill online or download a free copy, please visit www.ausa.org/woodfill.  
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National Treasurer: George Shoener reported an update on the Society finances: the Society has a checking 
balance of $41,551.90 and an investment savings account balance of $53,925.02 for a total balance of $95, 
465.92.  The Society staggers the maturity of the CDs so that they continually come due and give us the benefit 
to move with the market conditions. The Society’s financial records are audited every year after the fiscal year 
end of December 31st and the balance sheet is published in the Red Diamond in about the May issue. 
Two payments of interest were $5,000 in November 2022 to the National Museum of the U.S. Army for the 5th 
Division Unit Tribute Plaque that is places along the Museum’s Path of Remembrance along with many other 
Division plaques; and, the $730 contribution in January 2023 to the Fisher House Foundation (helping military 
families) from the proceeds from the sale of our Challenge Coin.  Every year, the Society contributes $5.00 from 
every sale of a Challenge Coin to the Fisher House Foundation.  The National Treasure obtains the number of 
Challenge Coins sold from the Quarter Master and submits the payment in January to the Fisher House 
Foundation.  

National Historian: Roger Allen reported that the Society’s archives are safe and in good shape and that they 
are housed in a locked American Legion facility with visual and audio security.  Roger reported the additional to 
the archives of a hard bounded publication published in 1919 titled “History of the 5th Division during WW I”.  
The document is an excellent addition to the archives and was obtained by Phil Maniscalco.
Budd Russell inquired if the archives contained old copies of the Red Diamond and Roger replied that the 
archives’ copies of the Red Diamond going back as far as 1946.  Roger closed his report by saying that he is 
truly honored to represent the Society as its National Historian.   

National Chaplain: Ron Van Beek reported that Suicide Prevention continues to be our mission and the average 
of 22 veteran suicides a day improving to 21 veteran suicides a day means we are not winning this battle.  
Collectively, we must continue to work and help anyway we can when we see veterans that may be growing in 
depression with age or with the loss of spouses.  Take opportunities to talk at schools and churches, when we 
can.     

National Judge Advocate: Phil Maniscalco reported that the Executive Board conducted five bi-monthly Zoom 
Executive Board meetings this past year, conducting the Society’s business in an effective manner.  Almost all 
the meetings had 100% attendance & participation and the meetings ranged in time from about 1.0 hour to 
about 1.5 hours. Roberts Rules of Order governed the conduct of the meetings. 

National Editor: Dave Kocan reported that being Editor is a fun job.  Send your articles in and I’ll get them 
published. Dave appreciates everyone’s support in getting articles in on time.  President Roller stated that 
Dave’s responsibility as Editor is critically important to our success as a Society since the Red Diamond 
publication is the life-blood for communicating in the Society. 

Nominating Committee: Past National President Gary Haverman, in his first year as Past National President on 
the Executive Board is the Nominating Committee Chairman. 
Before Gary presented the slate of officers, President Roller acknowledged the beautiful walnut-wood frame that 
Gary created and built for the Society’s forged-iron bell. The bell and iron frame were gifted to the Society at the 
San Diego, CA reunion in September 2019 by Scott Hickey, Foundry Manager of the Veterans Art Project, 
Calabasas, CA.  Originally, the Society requested a small piece of art titled “Fallen Soldier’s Cross” for the Silent 
Auction and the end result was the beautiful forged-iron bell for our Memorial Service.    



28 Apr. ‘43After some of the most intense ninety days of engineer and infantry training, where at every minute of the day we were subjected to all kinds of harassment by drill instructors trying to make us “fail” at whatever we were doing, I graduated from Ft. Belvoir as a “90 day wonder”, 2 nd Lt. in the Corps of Engineers! Mom and Dad came to my graduation.1 May ‘43After a short “stop over” in Chillicothe, Ohio I reported to Camp Carson (now Ft. Carson) near Colorado Springs to Company A, 49 th Engineer Combat Bn. Spent that summer field training troops in that area and we also spent a couple of months in east Texas and Louisiana on maneuvers – just more combat engineer training.Oct. ‘43Transferred to Camp Shenango, Pennsylvania across the border near Youngstown, Ohio. Spent some time in organizing a temporary unit of troops in preparation for overseas movement.1 Nov. ‘43Boarded the original English “Queen Elizabeth” luxury ship in New York harbor with the temporary organized troops. They happened to be a four-hundred-man unit of medical troops. It was a seven-day crossing of the Atlantic Ocean to Glasgow, Scotland.8 Nov. ‘43Landed in Scotland. Boarded a train and headed south to a troop replacement depot where the troops and officers would eventually receive permanent assignments to various units in England and Northern Ireland. When I boarded the train in Glasgow, American Red Cross ladies came down the aisle passing out packages of cigarettes. I glanced at my pack and noticed stamped on the top of the pack, “Courtesy of Chamber of Commerce, Chillicothe, Ohio.” What a coincident! This was about a twelve-hour ride.9 Nov.’43Stayed at the replacement depot which was near to Birmingham, England for about three days, and was finally assigned to the 7 th Engineer Combat Battalion of the 5 th Infantry Division in Northern Ireland.17 Nov. ‘43 (on or about)From Liverpool, England travelled by ship across the Irish Sea to Belfast, Northern Ireland. Transported bytruck south to the small village of Dundrum which is about 35 miles from Belfast and also on the sea coast. Iwas assigned to Company “A” whose commander was Capt. Charles Marks (now living in Ft. Wayne, Indiana).He assigned me as 3 rd Platoon Commander which had about 50 men equipped with 3 squad GMC trucks, oneplatoon GMC truck, and a jeep for the platoon commander. We spent 6 ½ to 7 months in advance engineer training – day and night.20 May ‘44I was sent to England for a two-week Baily bridge school – learning how to put heavy metal bridges across small rivers and ravines. This heavy bridge when put across wide rivers could be built using floating pontoons and piers from one section to the next.7 Jun ‘44On our last day of bridge school, we noticed many air-craft flying overhead toward France and of course we speculated the anticipated “invasion” was on. Sure enough, at the end of the day back in our quarters theradio was “shouting” that the invasion of Normandy was on!

Please feel free to share this material; I do request that you let me know about any posts or reviews.

 You can contact me with any questions at jcraig@ausa.org  Thanks for your time and attention.   

Very truly yours-   

 Joseph Craig Director, AUSA Book Program Association of the United States Army

2425 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, VA 22201 703-907-2653 jcraig@ausa.org www.AUSA.orgTo the board,  As an update to the board voting unanimously to purchase a set of binoculars to present to Nhơn Thế  and his team; the director of the United States Institute for Peace, Andrew Wells-Dang, will be travelling to Hue Vietnam in mid-July and will hand carry the binoculars, a Society of the 5th challenge coin, and the attached letter with him.  Nhơn Thế will travel by vehicle to the hotel that Andrew will be at to receive these items, and there is high probability that Vietnam TV cameramen and journalists will record the event.  In the attached letter, the phrase—"Chân cứng đá mềm”—translates to:  Hard legs on soft stones.  I am in total agreement with our president, Hal Roller, that this is a good thing we are doing. 

 

Regards, Lou
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Gary presented the propose slate of officers for the Society year 2023 – 2024 as follows:
Elected Positions:
National President – Bud Wagner
National First Vice President – Larry Burnett
National Second Vice President – Lee Aanonsen
National Secretary – Scott Murrah
National Treasurer – George Shoener
National Historian – Roger Allen
National Chaplain – Ron Van Book
National Judge Advocate – Phil Maniscalco
National Editor – Dave Kocan
Past National President (first year as Executive Board member and Nominating Committee Chairman) – Hal 
Roller
Past National President (2nd year as Executive Board member and Installation Officer) – Gary Haverman
Appointed Positions:
National Quartermaster – Dennis Coulter
National Web Administrator – Joe Boman

Nominations from the floor were called for three times. There were none offered. A motion was made that the 
slate of officers as presented be accepted.  Motion was seconded and the motion carried unanimously. 

Quarter Master: Dennis Coulter reported quartermaster sales at the reunion this year already are $2,593 

compared to $628 last year. Steel Pot contributions during Hospitality totaled $973.  The shirt inventory must be 
replaced.  A motion and second were made to approve the purchase.  There was no discussion and the motion 

passed. Request was made to purchase smoker shirts with pockets. Given the limited demand for the shirts, 
orders could be made individually when other larger orders are made. Dennis will also look at ordering more 
caps. Dennis thanked everyone for their help in working the quartermaster store and also thanked Jay 
Balderson for donating several new T-shirts with the Red Devil LOGO.  

Special Report:
Bob Dudley reported on the Unit Tribute Plaque that George Shoener described in the Treasurer’s report.  A 
committee was formed last year during the General Business Meeting to investigate the possible purchase of 
the Unit Tribute Plaque that would be located at the National Museum of the U.S. Army, Fort Belvoir, VA. The 
Committee include Bob Dudley (Chairman), Mike Cooper, Jim Donivan and George Shoener.  All the Unit 

Plaques are 12”x18” and placed along the Museum’s Path of Remembrance.  The cost is $5,000 and many of 
the Army’s Divisional Units are represented. The Committee developed several design iterations and the Board 

approved and selected the purchase in 2023.  The 5th Division Plaque was dedicated in May 2023 and now 

appears along the Path of Remembrance for the 4,507 5th Division soldiers killed in action (1,908 WW I, 2,083 

WW II, 514 Vietnam, and 2 Panama Operation Just Cause), along with many other Divisions. 

Bob also noted that Web Administrator Joe Boman has managed the Society website since 2016.  Joe does not 

have a military background, loves reading the Red Diamond, loves contributing his time and supporting the 
Society and is Bob Dudley’s neighbor.  Joe created the software for conducting the Society’s annual election 
online during the Covid crises.   



8 Jun. ‘44 Returned by air to Northern Ireland where I noted all of our combat units were already engaged in “water proofing” vehicles – getting them ready for possibly driving through water onto the French beaches in Normandy. 14 Jun. ‘44 (on or about) Our engineer unit began landing on Utah Beach (Normandy). It was almost a week after the initial invasion landing on the beach, so there was no direct firing at us by the Germans – they had been pushed inland a few miles There were occasional German long-range artillery shells coming in on us but not too accurate. Nothing like the shelling our troops endured during the landing the week before. For a couple of weeks, we stayed in the area (3 or 4 miles from the beach) laying mines, picking up mines, digging foxholes for the infantry, and occasionally firing at the Germans in support of our infantry in the hedge-row land of Normandy. Jul. ‘44 (early) We began to intensify our engagement with the Germans and slow but sure they started retreating eastward through France toward their Homeland. My platoon of engineers was a part of a Task Force of infantry, artillery, and tanks pushing the Germans eastward. Occasionally, they would “dig in” and fight, but we would root them out and they continued to retreat. The Army Air Corps gave us excellent support with “close in” strafing and bombing of the Germans we were chasing. All this time my engineers were doing the tasks they had been trained to do. 1. Helping the infantry dig fox-holes when necessary. 2. Making roads were sometimes there were no roads. 3. Blowing up roads with TNT and dynamite when necessary. 4. Building trestles or bridges where needed. 5. Blowing up bridges sometimes to the Germans counter-attacking from time-to-time. 6. Laying mines when necessary to prevent German vehicles easy maneuvering. 7. Picking up mine both ours and the Germans when it became necessary. 8. From time-to-time we actually had to fire at the Germans right along with our infantry soldiers. There were other Task Forces like ours steadily pushing the Germans eastward through France. Sept. ‘44 (Labor Day) Being part of General Patton’s 3 rd Army, we had pushed the Germans so rapidly eastward through France that rations, water, gasoline, and maintenance parts for vehicles could not keep up with the troops and their vehicles. So for a few days we were stopped to let “things” catch up with us. We later were to learn the German troops had stopped running and began infiltrating back into the fortification areas which existed between France and Germany. 12 Sept. ‘44 (on or about) We renewed our offensive eastward, but against heavy German resistance again. They had really come back and “dug in” during the few days we had waited for our supplies to catch up. After a few weeks of heavy fighting, we began to move more rapidly again. A little later our units had begun house-to-house fighting in Saarbrucken, Germany (near the French border) when we were suddenly order to pull out, go northward overnight and we became the southern part of what was to be called the Battle of the Bulge. The German army had attacked in Belgium and our unit was to prevent the Germans from breaking southward out of the “Bulge”.

Thursday, June 24, 2023 From: The Society of the Fifth Infantry Division  To: Nhơn Thế  and The Veterans Association of Cam Tuyen Commune Dear friend, Nhơn Thế,  The Society of the Fifth Infantry Division has voted unanimously to present to you this gift of a pair of Zeiss binoculars in a heartfelt demonstration of “rapprochement” to be used by you and your teammates of the Veterans Association of Cam Tuyen Commune, Cam Lo District, Quang Tri Province to aid you in your search to find and record the remains of your teammates who gave their lives and fell during the Vietnam/American war of 1964-1973.  Your affiliation with Project 515 and your surveying, finding, and exhuming the remains of North Vietnamese soldiers who sacrificed themselves in the war, parallels closely, the work of a similar American venture called Operation Rescue to find the remains of American MIAs in Southeast Asia.  Our country’s National League of Families of American Prisoners & Missing in Southeast Asia also parallels closely the Vietnam Martyrs’ Family Support Association in your country.  As more of these equivalents between our countries transpire, it is evident that the “rapprochement” which I spoke of above, and the normalization of relations between our countries is already moving forward.  I hope this gift from me and my division’s organization to you and your veterans group takes this trend another small, but important step forward, as a sign of “rapprochement” between individual people of our two countries and harmonious interactions between humans.  The soldiers of both of our countries have suffered the horrors and difficulties of war.  Let us let those feelings evaporate and just be friends.  In closing, there is an old Irish proverb that goes like this: “May the road rise to meet you and may the wind be at your back” in your persistence of this difficult search and I wish you: Chân cứng đá mềm On behalf of our president, Hal Roller, the Board of Directors, and the Society of the Fifth membership, Kind regards, Hal Roller, President Bud Wagner, 1st Vice President Larry Burnett, 2nd vice President Scott Murrah, Secretary George Shoener, Treasurer Roger Allen, Historian Ron Van Beek, Chaplain Phil Maniscalco, Judge Advocate Dave Kocan, Editor Gary Haverman, 1st Past President Louis “Lou” Pepi, 2nd Past President Dennis Coulter, Quartermaster Joe Boman, Webmaster
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Old Business: There was no Old Business.

New Business: Life Member Bob Curnell (Alpha Company, 4th Battalion, 12th Cavalry Regiment is attending the 
reunion representing A 4/12.  He needs to report back to his A 4/12 membership about the Society’s willingness 
to have A 4/12 attend the upcoming Society reunions.  President Roller had an interesting response.  He asked 
the Society membership to respond with a “HOOAH” if they support the A 4/12 attending the upcoming 
reunions!  The membership responded with an “ABSOLUTELY LOUD” HOOAH – which we all know translates 
to Heard, Understood and Acknowledged! 
National Editor Dave Kocan requested that the Society acknowledge all the work over the years that has been 
performed by Web Administrator Joe Boman and Silent Auction committee co-chairs Karen Jackson and Linda 
Sperling.  After some discussion, President Roller asked that incoming National President Bud Wagner take up 
the subject during their next Zoom Executive Board meeting in November 2023 for further review and decisions. 
Vern Sondgeroth wanted to know the total funds contributed from the Armed Forces Reunion Registration forms 
for the category Donations for hospitality Room Expenses.  The 2022 total was $1,919. There being no 
additional New Business, President Roller moved onto For the Good of the Society.

For the Good of the Society:  Several issues were raised for the Good of the Society.
1. Robb Robertson alerted everyone that vendors are always trying sell 5th Division quartermaster merchandise 
on Facebook and in email messages and that these Vendors should be reported.  Dennis Coulter made the 
point that they are scams and if we provide purchase information, we’ll never see the merchandise. Dennis 
notifies Facebook Administration when these ads appear. 
2. Budd Russell alerted everyone of the importance of tracking our Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) results and 
that notices should be published in the Red Diamond about the importance of knowing our numbers.  Budd 
gave the example of one of our members not having tested for the PSA and learned he had Stage 2 prostate 
cancer, when discovered.  Bob Dudley noted that in recent Red Diamonds, he published an article on the 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) on the topic of prostate cancer.  Bob will ask Web 
Administrator to post the article on the Society website and Bob will also submit it for publication into the Red 
Diamond again. 
3. Joe Piechoinski asked if we can consider one banquet and one luncheon for future reunions.  Not all 
members attend the Sunday banquet and perhaps a luncheon would be a better choice.  After some discussion, 
President Roller asked that incoming National President Bud Wagner include the topic on the Agenda for his 
next Zoom Executive Board meeting in November 2023 and consider the various ramifications that might result. 

There being no additional items for the Good of the Society, National Historian Roger Allen made a motion to 
adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded.  The motion carried and the meeting adjourned at 1:57 p.m. 

Respectfully Submitted,
Philip Maniscalco, National Judge Advocate
Acting as Secretary for National Secretary Scott Murrah



Oct., Nov., Dec. ‘44 Our unit contained the Germans on the south side of the Bulge until the weather started clearing later in December. The city of Bastogne had been surrounded by the Germans with many American troops there. General Patton ordered a Task Force be organized and an effort be made to break the siege of Bastogne. My engineer platoon along with the infantry and tanks broke through the Germans surrounding the city and relieved the American 101 st Airborne Division. Never saw such a bunch of happy soldiers! We then started again pushing the Germans eastward back into Germany. The engineers were very busy in helping American troops across several rivers and the German troops were really running. 20 Mar. ‘45 On this date our engineers stood on the west bank of the Rhine River. All German troops who had not been captured as prisoners had retreated to the east bank and continued moving eastward. As I stood there with the 

engineer battalion commander, he was telling me what we needed to do as a defense against the enemy for the 

next day or two. Up drove a couple of jeeps and “lo and behold” General Patton stepped toward us! We saluted him and I stepped aside as he and my commander began talking. I overheard Patton tell my commander we were “doing a great job” and he turned to me and shook hands. My commander told him of his plans to set up defenses in the area. Patton said words to this effect, “Colonel, the best defense is a good offense, so I want you to get all the boats and floating bridge equipment available up here as fast as you can. We will get all the men and equipment across this river as fast as we can tonight and have a floating bridge across the river by tomorrow afternoon to get our heavy guns and equipment across.” My job with a driver and jeep the rest of the day and night was going back to the rear areas and leading convoys of boats and floating bridge equipment on trailers to the assembly area at the river in the village of Oppenheim, Germany. 21 Mar. ‘45 On one of my many trips back to the rear area in pitch black darkness, I heard and, as it got nearer, could see this huge hulk of a machine on this narrow dirt road. I pulled over, stopped and a voice yelled, “Where is the 

Rhine?” I yelled back, “Who are you?” He replied, “We’re U.S. Navy with a big landing craft on a trailer.” I yelled, 

“Whoopee!” Told him to follow the little dirt road. How he ever got that rig down that winding road at the river bank in the dark, I’ll never know! That big landing craft got a lot of troops and equipment across the river that 

night and later in the morning. The floating bridge was completed by mid-afternoon by our 7 th Engineer Combat 

Battalion and the 3 rd Army began crossing. I estimated it was about ¼ mile long in spanning the river at the village of Oppenheim. 23 Mar. ‘45 We entered Frankfurt which was pretty well “bombed out.” The German troops were already gone, but the civilians were already out “cleaning up “ the streets and sidewalks- industrious people! Mar. ’45, Apr. ’45 (continued) As we chased the German troops further eastward, the Russian troops were chasing other German troops westward – both toward Berlin. In April and early may the enemy troops began surrendering in hugenumbers. Example: At one resting point I went into a nearby woods to “go”! As I finished, I heard somevoices coming toward me. I hid momentarily and then saw some Germans wandering through the forest.They had already gotten rid of their weapons. I hailed them. Up went their hands and I directed them back toour rest area where we held them until some of our troops came by headed back to the rear area. There were35 men in that group of prisoners. We learned later that large masses of Germans were “giving up.”

18—Return to Vietnam

Vietnam Battlefield Tours In 2020, Dennis Coulter and I booked a return trip to Vietnam, after having been soldiers in Vietnam War over fifty years earlier.  That trip was doomed due to Covid, but we did customize the tour to include at least six specific places that we needed to revisit—Charlie-2 Firebase, Con Thien Firebase, Hill 162, Gallagher Ridge, and the scene of a specific friendly fire incident my squad was involved in.  Dave Macedonia, Bill Stilwagen, and Edgar (Tex) Stiteler, our tour guides, were very accommodating. The stops were added to the tour.  Dennis was an MP while in Vietnam and he wanted to revisit several places he had patrolled while with the Military Police and the sight of the devastating rocket attack at Firebase Charlie-2 that occurred on May 21, 1971 added as well.  The cancelled16-day trip was also rescheduled for early March of 2023 Prelude To My Return In December of 2022, I was made aware of a quasi-political organization—The United States Institute for Peace.  USIP—in existence since 1984—which was established to promote world peace.  Having a well-intentioned ideal, USIP’s mission statement has not generated much traction in its 39-year existence.  Recently though, they have teamed up with a Vietnam group—The Vietnam Martyrs’ Families Support Association.  The VMFSA, which was formed to recover the remains—in most cases the residual DNA—of missing NVA (North Vietnam Army a.k.a. People’s Army of Vietnam “PAVN”) and Viet Cong—which still number better than 300,000—down from as many as 600,000.  This partnership has formed a new mission of mutual aid in recovering Vietnam’s MIAs—both those of the United States’ and the former North Vietnam’s military.  Noticeably absent from the equation are an extensive number of missing soldiers from the former South Vietnam Army (ARVN).  Vietnamese that sympathized with the South Vietnamese Regimes back in the 1950s and 60s—or were members of the south’s military are still ostracized and have been separated from normal productive society, relegated to the lowest of menial tasks and are prevented from any advancement in Vietnamese mainstream society.  Relegated also into this ‘untouchable” caste, are the subsequent three generations of this excluded group.  It is apparent that the present government of Vietnam has no intention to include this third group of missing soldiers, nor does the United States government have the moral will to suggest this inclusion.  On January 4, 2023, I was invited to a Zoom meeting of these two groups, comprised of veterans, media, and government officials from both countries.  Approximately thirty individuals attended.  The meeting was complete with audio, video, and simultaneous translation. After both groups made introductory statements, an individual from the Vietnamese contingent spoke first.  To my surprise, I was called to speak first for the American delegation.  My statement was brief and to the point.  I told the group that I was in a unit—A Company, 1st of the 61st Infantry Regiment, attached to the 5th Mechanized Infantry Division—that was attacked on a night perimeter by NVA soldiers on November 13, 1969 in the western hills of Quang Tri Province, close to the DMZ.  Additionally, I told them that I witnessed a mass grave being excavated by a bulldozer where approximately 200 NVA “martyrs” were buried.  I used the word purposely, because that is the way that the Vietnamese describe their missing soldiers.  As a backup, I introduced three documents—a portion of a USGS 1:50000 map, an Army after-action battle map showing coordinates, and its subsequent corroboration in the index of another book—Where We Were in Vietnam—written by Michael Kelly.   In closing, I stated that I would be in Vietnam with a tour group—Vietnam Battlefield Tours—in March, and would be available to show anyone interested the location of the mass-grave.   When I reflect on my motives for participating in this enterprise, my thoughts center around giving back a small piece of what we (I) have taken from those families who are yet to have final closure for the loss of their loved ones.  I say “I” because at least nine of those martyrs in that mass grave, died at my hand, directly in front of my position.  One of those nine, was but 25 feet away—close enough for me to gaze into his eyes.  I looked squarely into those eyes and killed him.  In fact, the number is most likely greater than nine, because there were at least a dozen blood-soaked drag marks indicating wounded and dead had been dragged away by their teammates. I use the word “teammates” because—while we refer to our fellow soldiers as brothers—the Vietnamese refer to them as such.  As I further reflect, this is certainly an extension of survivor’s guilt coupled with a dose of culpability.  The question is: “How can my survivor’s guilt for Dave Nicholson and Bobby Vandergriff—two young men…my brothers, that literally died in my arms on November 30, 1969—be genuine and have any legitimate meaning, if I have no remorse for the nine (or more) enemy lives I took on a night defensive perimeter in the wee hours of the morning of November 13, 1969.  These were men and soldiers just like me, which I have come to believe, that I may have more in common with than some people that I may know in everyday life or those I might nod to and pass by at the local grocery store.  
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During the annual business meeting at the 2023 reunion, the issue of prostate cancer was discussed and there 
was a request to post something on our website about this agent orange disease that has afflicted so many of 
our veterans.  I was diagnosed with prostate cancer in 2021 and I posted this information on both Face Book 
and in the Red Diamond to help educate our members.  My oncologist also provided an outstanding resource to 
help understand prostate cancer.  It is from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) – here is the 
2023 updated document website:
https://www.nccn.org/patients/guidelines/content/PDF/prostate-early-patient.pdf

Below is an update and re-posting for those who did not see the original posting.

Ho Chi Minh’s Agent Orange revenge has hit for the second time – first one was my heart attack from ischemic 
heart disease in 2013; now it is Prostate Cancer.  The purpose of this post is not a “pity party”, but for education.

The normal method of checking on your prostate health is through a Digital Rectal Exam and a 
Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) test.  The doctor will conduct the rectal exam and check the size and form of 
the prostate to determine if it feels normal and if there are any abnormal growths.  When PSA test levels are 
high, it can be due to prostate cancer or other noncancerous conditions.

My PSA readings were always around 1.5+/-.  In June 2019 it rose to 2.03 and my doctor noticed a small bump 
so he referred me to a urologist who found nothing.  In June 2020 the PSA was 3.4 and then rose to 4.3 by 
September.  Since the PSA was now over the max of 4.0, my urologist decided to do a biopsy of the prostate.  
The biopsy takes 12 samples from the prostate using a real-time Ultra Sound in a grid fashion – pathology found 
nothing.  

In July 2021 the PSA was 7.02.  My urologist said although the PSA had gone up, it still wasn’t extremely high.  
However, I was concerned not necessarily with the actual number, but with the trend – it was consistently rising.  
My urologist agreed with my concern and ordered an MRI – this test revealed a small mass that appeared to be 
cancerous.  

My urologist decided to do a Fusion Biopsy – using a computer, overlay the results of the MRI with real-time 
imaging from an Ultra Sound.  Again, they took the 12 samples from the grid, but also took a 13th sample from 
the exact location of the mass found with the MRI – pathology showed cancer

What is my point here?  The only reason I was able to find out I had cancer was being persistent with my 
doctors.  The numbers were not all that high – my urologist told me he had a patient with a PSA over 1000 
once.  The good news was my primary care physician noticed a change in my prostate and referred me to a 
specialist.  My urologist continued to monitor the situation and was receptive to my concerns that the PSA was 
rising EVEN THOUGH THE BIOPSY LAST YEAR WAS NEGATIVE.

Of true importance here is the fact that both the annual Digital Rectal Exam and PSA tests by my civilian 
doctors were the indicators that something was wrong.  I get two physicals each year – one from my civilian 
health providers and one from the VA.  

In all my years of going to the VA, they have never conducted a Digital Rectal Exam or a PSA test.  If I was just 
counting on the VA for my health, I would end up with Stage 4 cancer instead of finding it early and only having 
Stage 1 to deal with now.



Page
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6 May ‘45 (V-E Day) By this date my unit was again part of an infantry Task Force in Czechoslovakia heading north not far from the town of Pilsen. We got word of the German surrender at Rheims, France. Patton troops were ordered back to the German/Czech border. Our immediate task was to keep refugees from crossing the Czech border into Germany. They were running from the Russian forces who were coming into Czechoslovakia to occupy it. 7-8 May ‘45 Here it was! The end of the war and we had no “booze” to help celebrate! It was decided that I, my driver, and a jeep would go into nearby Czechoslovakia and find an operating brewery. Before we found the beer, I noted some U.S military vehicles of the 4 th Armored Division. I knew Joe Hurst, a friend from my hometown of Chillicothe, was in the Medical unit of the 4 th . Finally found him and we had our picture taken together. Later that day I found a Czech brewery operating, bought two barrels of beer and headed back to our battalion headquarters in Germany. The two heavy kegs of beer in the jeep made it look like the front wheels were almost off the road and rear end of the jeep was dragging! To say the least our battalion headquarters welcomed us back with the beer! May ‘45 (About Middle) Our engineer unit was eventually sent to a small village south of Munich, Germany where we temporarily set up “occupation” duties for about a month. Jun. ‘45 (Later Part) The 5 th Division began preparing to return to the U.S. My unit convoyed to a staging area in France – our places was called “Camp Lucky Strike.” Eventually from there I led an American convoy westward through France to the port of LeHarve were we boarded a transport headed to New York. The French had done very little cleaning up! 4 July ‘45 Spent 4 th of July aboard ship! Arrived in New York a few days later. Our ship was greeted in New York harbor with all the fanfare – whistles and horns blaring with hoses of water flying through the air! Quite a welcome! 15 Jul ’45 - 15 Aug ‘45 Arrived home on Pine Street in Chillicothe on 30-day leave. Opened up a bottle of champagne I had sent home from France and that mom and dad has saved in the “ice box”. As I recall, I think mom even had a sip of it.  One day I was playing golf at the country club and while walking down number 8 fairway, I hear from a nearby backyard radio about the bombing of Hiroshima, Japan! Speculation arose about ending the war with Japan! A few days later, of course, it became a reality! We had previously been assigned to Camp Campbell, Kentucky after the 30-day leave to begin advanced training to eventually participate in the invasion of Japan. Upon reporting to Camp Campbell our unit began to disband. I was released officially on 14 October 1945. I enrolled at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, 4 January 1946, into the School of Engineering. I wanted to learn what an “engineer” does after being and “engineer” in the U. S Army during World War II! Whew!                                                                   -End of Story-

Ho Dai Dong From that zoom meeting on January 4th, I befriended several people—Chuck Searcy, Richard Magner, Phoung Vu, Nhon The, Anh Tho Nguyen, Lam Hong Tien, and finally, Ho Dai Dong.  Phoung started an email string to put me in contact with the Vietnamese in Quang Tri that were members of the team searching for MIAs in that Province.  There were engineers, archeologists, veterans, fact finders, and document researchers that would be involved with me on Gallagher Ridge when I got to Vietnam.  Chuck and Richard—both Vietnam Veterans—were part of this email string and they helped as well.  Specifically, Richard put me in contact with two individuals.  One of them was Ho Dai Dong.  Down from Hanoi, he would oversee the project, as I would find out first hand when I met him on March 10th.  He was affectionately known to his countrymen as Chu Dong (Uncle Dong), a title of great respect. It would eventually be a great honor that they would refer to me as “Chu Louis Pepi.”  Through Dong, I would meet Anh Tho Nguyen—a newspaper journalist, Phan Tan Lam—a photographer, author, and journalist; Lang Hong Tien—a researcher supreme, and Nhon The—the leader of the Quang Tri team.  There were many others that are too numerous to mention that are now friends.  Dong and I conversed for several weeks on messenger and it was decided that we would meet on the morning of March 10th at the Sai Gon Hotel, Dong Ha where our tour group was staying, and then meet us on Gallagher Ridge—a hill known to them as Hill 88 at coordinates 48QYD094642.  The hill and the surrounding area were now the sight of a terraced tree farm—7 kilometers from the now paved service road near the old sallyport leading to Firebase Charlie-2. The flight. On March 4, 2023, I departed Boston’s Logan Airport for a non-stop flight to Los Angeles. The airport shuttle had picked me up at my home and drove me to the airport.  There was a three hour wait as the flight was late getting into the air.  To compound the delay, there were strong headwinds and the flight took seven hours.  At the hotel, many of others in the tour group had arrived, and Dennis and I met all but four, included the guides, Bill Stilwagen and Edgar “Tex” Stiteler. Those of you attending the San Antonio ruin this September will meet Tex at the Sunday banquet.  He will be the guest speaker.  They were both marine veterans, as were seven others in the tour group.  There were three Navy veterans, one Air Force veterans, three Army veterans—including myself, and one British Royal Navy veteran.  Bill brought his adult daughter, Malia Jarrett, and one of the marines, Jim Pief, brought his wife Sandy.  Just before midnight the next night, we boarded an Eva Airlines Boeing 777 for the 15-hour flight to Taipei with 433 other passengers.  The flight was long and uncomfortable—too much so to get any appreciable sleep.  It was early morning two days later—due to crossing the International Dateline—when we arrived in Taipei.  That is where we met the final four of the group.  Two had flown from Houston—Col John Bates (Ret Marine) & CSM Joe Taylor, and two had flown from Seattle—Larry Hill & Stan Daly.  After another three-hour holdover, our full contingent of nineteen boarded another Eva airliner for the five-hour flight to Danang.  We arrived in Danang at midday, breezed through customs with our electronic tourist visas, and boarded a 60-foot-long tour bus. The Tour Crew The tour began and we made our way through the intense midday traffic of Danang—tour buses, commercial vehicles, thousands of motorcars, and tens of thousands of motorbikes.  Many of these motorbikes carried whole families—infants, older children, and adults.  To compound the traffic situation, yellow centerlines do not exist and white hashed lines are infringed upon by every type of vehicle from every possible direction.  Police do not bother with traffic control and motorcycles park on sidewalks, leaving pedestrians to walk in the street.  We witnessed several fatal accidents, and still, it was of no concern to the police.   Somehow, we managed to get through sixteen days of travel with no mishaps—due mostly to our exceptional driver, Long.   Our tour guide and interpreter, Phuoc Yau, was extremely knowledgeable and entertaining—greeting us on the bus every morning with a rousing: “Good morning, Vietnam!”  Our bus boy was Tsnas. He extended his guiding hand to everyone getting off and back on the bus.  In the evening, Tsnas cleaned and waxed the exterior of the bus and vacuumed and cleaned the interior—including windows, inside and out.  Tsnas is the descendant of a South Vietnamese soldier, and has been relegated to menial and laborious jobs—never being able to advance his lot in the social order.  Tsnas—as with all descendants of the old South Vietnamese regime—remain sentenced to a life of degrading jobs with no hope of advancement in society.  Three generations have passed, and the government rule still delegates them to lowly jobs.  Even so, he always displayed a friendly disposition with a constant smile on his face.  

continued on page 25
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So, if you are only using the VA, demand both of these tests.  That’s right – bend over and put your elbows on 
the table – here the snap of the gloves and the doctor say, “you will feel some slight pressure”; and get the 
blood drawn for a PSA test of the prostate. These procedures can save your life.

My update:  I had 45 radiation treatments and then 2 years of oral chemotherapy.  I have 5 months left on the 
chemo – my PSA is currently 0.008.

Bob Dudley
C Battery, 5/4 Artillery
Past President

From:
sec5thid@yahoo.com
To:
drkocan@verizon.net
,
pmanis@cox.net
,
Lou

Sat, Sep 16 at 6:10 PM

Since the file was so big I had to copy and paste 2 excel sheet. Let me know if you have any questions?  Sorry 
took so long to get back to you, I had a lot to catch up at work. 

Sincerely,

Society of the 5th Infantry Division, U.S. Army
Scott Murrah, National Secretary
P.O. Box 162176
Fort Worth, TX 76161

Society of the Fifth Div. (societyofthefifthdivision.com)

On Friday, September 8, 2023 at 12:45:34 PM CDT, Lou <lapepi@charter.net> wrote:

Hello Scott and Dave and Phil,

Can any of you give me a list of world war II, 5th Infantry vets with addresses that are still alive? I am working 
with Phil Bienvenue to get a hold of any that are still living to interview them about their experiences during 
world war II to be archived in the library of Congress.

I am reaching out to you two because you process yearly memberships and mail hard copies of the newsletter 
to these individuals.  Phil, and help you can contribute would be appreciated.

If you could delve into this after the reunion, that would be great..

Lou 
Download all attachments as a zip file

This list is to large to post in our Red Diamond I will forward you the list upon request
Dave Kocan editor



102nd Reunion of the Society of the Fifth Division San Antonio Riverwalk Holiday Inn San Antonio, Texas September 7 through 11, 2023 For information on registration and hotel reservations go to the Society of the Fifth Division website, click on " Reunion 2023 San Antonio, TX" and after you choose a subject with a click, scroll down for the information.  Here's the website: societyofthefifthdivision.com Breakfast for two is included with the room.  The hotel is right on the famous Riverwalk.  Plenty of restaurants, 

shops, museums, and fun things to see and do.  The tours will be to Fredericksburg for the National Museum of 

the Pacific War and the old Spanish Missions of San Antonio.  Saturday evening dinner includes entertainment 

by Los Soberanos mariachi band.  Sunday evening dinner is a presentation by Ed Stiteler of Vietnam Battlefield 

Tours on "The DMZ Today".
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The following pages contain pictures of the 2023 San
Antonio 5th Division Reunion a redo from Covid years
All people are real people' all facial expressions are 
real. I am sorry if your picture did not make this issue 
please come to next reunion and let me know. Thanks 
to Bob Galloway or Ron VanBeek for the photos any
request for a full copy of these photos contact them.
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 SOCIETY OF THE 5TH DIVISION ACTIVITY REGISTRATION FORM   Listed below are all registration, tour, and meal costs for the reunion.  Please enter how many people will be participating in each event and total the amount. Send that amount payable to ARMED FORCES REUNIONS, INC. in the form of check or money order.  Your cancelled check will serve as your confirmation.  Returned checks will be charged a $35 fee.  You may also register online and pay by credit card at http://www.events.afr-reg.com/e/society2023 (3.5% will be added to total).  All registration forms and payments must be received by mail on or before August 9, 2023.  After that date, reservations will be accepted on a space available basis.  We suggest you make a copy of this form before mailing.  Please do not staple or tape your payment to this form.          Armed Forces Reunions, Inc.                OFFICE USE ONLY   322 Madison Mews              Check #  _________ Date Received _________ Norfolk, VA 23510        Inputted _________ Nametag Completed _____ ATTN:  SOCIETY OF THE 5TH   CUT-OFF DATE IS 8/9/23 Price Per # of People Total TOURS FRIDAY 9/8:  Fredericksburg/National Museum of the Pacific War $61 # $ SATURDAY 9/9: Missions Tour $37 # $ MEAL OPTIONS (Please select your entrée for each day) SATURDAY 9/9:    Chicken Picatta $61 # $ Seared Salmon   $61 # $ Fire Grilled Sirloin $69 # $ Vegetable Wellington $61 # $     SUNDAY 9/10:    Chicken Roulade with Fire Roasted Peppers, Feta Cheese and Spinach $61 # $ Tilapia $61 # $ Fire Grilled Sirloin $69 # $ Garden Vegetable Ravioli $61     # $ PER PERSON REGISTRATION FEE Covers various reunion expenses. $20 # $ DONATION FOR HOSPITALITY ROOM EXPENSES $  $ Total Amount Payable to Armed Forces Reunions, Inc.   $  PLEASE PRINT NAME AS YOU WANT YOUR NAMETAG TO READ  FIRST ____________________________________LAST _______________________________________________________  SPOUSE NAME (IF ATTENDING) OR GUEST NAMES_________________________________________________________  UNIT INFORMATION (ex. D CO/1st  BN/11th Infantry): ___________________________________________________________  YEARS SERVED W/ 5ID(ex. 1965-66): ______________________________________________________________________  WHERE (CIRCLE ONE):     WWII      FT CARSON     VIETNAM     FT POLK      OTHER: _______________________________  CURRENT & PAST SOCIETY OFFICE HELD (ex. NATIONAL FIRST VICE PRESIDENT, PAST PRESIDENT, ETC.):  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________  STREET ADDRESS OF MAIN ATTENDEE ___________________________________________________________________  CITY________________________________________ STATE_________ ZIP_______________________________________  PH. NUMBER (_______) _________-_________ EMAIL _______________________________@_______________________  DISABILITY/DIETARY RESTRICTIONS_______________________________________________________________________ (Sleeping room requirements must be conveyed by attendee directly with hotel)  MUST YOU BE LIFTED HYDRAULICALLY ONTO THE BUS WHILE SEATED IN YOUR WHEELCHAIR IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN BUS TRIPS? (PLEASE NOTE THAT WE CANNOT GUARANTEE AVAILABILITY).   ❑ YES  ❑ NO     For refunds and cancellations please refer to our policies outlined at the bottom of the reunion program.  CANCELLATIONS WILL ONLY BE TAKEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9:00am-4:00pm EASTERN TIME (excluding holidays). Call (757) 625-6401 to cancel reunion activities and obtain a cancellation code.  Refunds processed 4-6 weeks after reunion.  
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Holiday Inn Riverwalk

 Reservations – 210-224-2500   Location Holiday Inn Riverwalk 217 N. St. Mary's St., San Antonio, Texas 78205   Reservation Information Please call the number above and reference the Society of the Fifth Division Reunion or your group code – "DIV" .   You can also click the following link to make reservations:  https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/san- antonio/satrw/hoteldetail?fromRedirect=true&qSrt=sBR&qIta=99801505&icdv=99801505&qSlH=SATRW&qGrpCd=DIV&setP MCookies=true&qSHBrC=HI&qDest=217+North+St.+Mary%27s+Street%2C+San+Antonio%2C+TX%2C+US&srb_u=1   Group Name:  Society of the Fifth Division  Reunion Dates: September 5-11, 2023  Rate:  $144+ applicable taxes (currently 16.75% plus 1.25% Tourism Public Improvement District Fee, per room per night)    Rate includes Breakfast Buffet for Two (2) each day – Vouchers will be provided for each guest to use through their stay in hotel’s restaurant.  Cut-off Date: 8/11/23 Late reservations will be processed based on space availability at a higher rate.  Cancellation Policy:  Room cancellations must be made at least 48 hours in advance or you may be charged a cancellation fee.   Parking & Shuttle Information Day of Event Self-parking is available at a discounted rate of $15/per day Sunday – Thursday. And $20/per day Friday – Saturday.   Overnight Self-parking is $27/per day and includes in/out privileges for registered guests.  Valet parking available at $32.00 per night.  *Parking rates are subject to change.  The hotel does not provide an airport shuttle.   Wheelchair Rental ScootAround rents both manual and power wheelchairs by the day and week.  Please call (888) 441-7575 or visit www.scootaround.com for details and to make reservations.   Reunion Registration  To register for the reunion please re-visit https://www.events.afr-reg.com/e/SocietyFifth23  
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Article for the Red Diamond     JOIN ME………ON A JOURNEY!  By Phil Maniscalco (D 1/11 Infantry - Vietnam)  Where do I begin?  This original journey began in April 1995 in Branson, MO when members of Delta Company, 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry Regiment, 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division reunited after about 25 years of mostly silence. Thank You Dennis & Jeanie Knight for all the work that you did in finding members of Delta Company and organizing our first couple Company size reunion gatherings!  Let’s fast forward to November 16, 2021, when I started the current chapter of this journey and for which I am now asking you, the reader, to consider joining me.  First, a couple of facts:  1. The Coffelt Database of Vietnam Casualties:  http://www.coffeltdatabase.org/index.php  The following excerpts are taken from the Coffelt database Home Page:   Named in Honor of Richard Donham Coffelt (06 August 1932 – 25 January 2012), The Coffelt Database of Vietnam War casualties has its roots in an effort begun by Richard Donham Coffelt. A Korean War era soldier and later an attorney in Hays, Kansas. Richard became aware that the government had not made public a central source of information regarding the servicemen and women who died as a result of service in Vietnam. In 1980 Richard set out to determine the unit of assignment for each Army soldier who died in Vietnam. As this was two years before the IBM PC (personal computer) came on the market, the work necessarily was done the old-fashioned way: by library research, travel, and in hand-writing.  In 1993-94, after PCs had become commonplace, Tom Holloway (Emory University, Atlanta) changed the landscape by obtaining the Department of Defense's casualty database and the Army Adjutant General's database in digital form. Using the University's mainframe computers to read the reel-to-reel computer tapes, Tom integrated the two databases and converted the information into a commonly used small-computer format. The "Holloway Database" effectively became the public's sole source of information regarding all our Vietnam dead.  In the late 1990s, others joined Richard's effort, contributing information and collating the collected material into digital form using the Holloway database as a baseline. The additional resources allowed the project's scope to expand to include unit of assignment information for all service branches. In 2002, an early version of the Coffelt Database was deeded to the National Archives, which made it available on-line as a searchable database.  2. Vietnam Memorial Wall of Faces: https://www.vvmf.org/Wall-of-Faces  

Day 1—Red Beach, Hai Van Pass and Phubai Airstrip Our first stop, Red Beach—a beautiful white sand beach—was the site of the landing of the 9th Marine Regiment, the first US combat troops deployed to South Vietnam on 8 March 1965. The area became a complex of bases—Camp JK Books, Camp Haskins, Camp Viking, Paddock Compound, and Red Beach Camp—occupied by the U.S. Marines, Navy, Army and Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN)—all northwest of Danang. Two of our group, Colonel John Bates (Ret) and Command Sergeant Major Joe Taylor (Ret), described the landing as a night long artillery bombardment of H & Is (Harassment & Interdiction), before an uneventful landing the following morning. Our second stop, the Hải Vân Pass—Đèo Hải Vân… "ocean cloud pass"—is at the top of 21-kilometer-long mountain traverse on National Route 1.  It crosses a spur of the larger Annamite Range that juts into the East Sea of Viet Nam, on the border of Thừa Thiên and Huế Provinces. Its name refers to the mists that rise from the sea, reducing visibility. Historically, the pass was a physical division between the kingdoms of Champa and Đại Việt.  The road leading through the pass has been the scene of many horrific traffic accidents, one train derailment and a Marine helicopter crash during the Vietnam War.  Through a joint venture with Japan and Vietnam, a seven-kilometer tunnel was built in 2005 for passenger vehicle traffic only.  Today, the road over Hai Van is traveled only by motorcycles, gasoline trucks and tourist buses.  Motorcycles and gasoline trucks are banned from using the tunnel.  At the top of the pass is a series of gift shops where gold, jade and pearls can be bought for pennies on the dollar. Our last stop on the first day, was Phubai airstrip, a US Marine and Army airfield during the Vietnam War, now a major civilian airport. We toured several old French bunkers at the end of the runway, before heading to our first hotel in Hue.  Day 2 & 3—Tet of 1968 and the Battle of Hue Two days were spent touring key areas during the battle of Tet of 1968—and the Battle of Hue in particular. The celebration of Tet—the Vietnamese Lunar New Year—is usually celebrated for three days, January 30 to February 1. For all the previous years of the war, dating back to the French colonial war in the 1950s, a countrywide truce was always called to celebrate the holiday and 1968 was no different.  The only significant difference in 1968, was that the People’s Army of Vietnam and the Viet Cong celebrated the holiday one day early, before breaking the cease-fire. The next day on January 30th, 7,000 PAVN and VC forces snuck into the city of Hue and raided the houses of government officials and known families that were South Vietnamese sympathizers.  Viet Cong soldiers conducted house-to-house searches, arresting civil servants, religious leaders, teachers, and other civilians connected with American forces or with the South Vietnamese regime. They executed all these so-called counter-revolutionaries in their homes, then they took up offensive positions in these structures. In the course of the siege, these raiding forces also destroyed many of the city’s grand temples, palaces, and other monuments.   The Army and Marines—caught off guard—were attacked from every direction.  The assassination units remained in the residences and the battle was initially turned into door-to-door fighting.  Simultaneously, tens of thousands of sappers attacked the city from all directions, preceded by enemy rocket and artillery fire.  Eventually the Marines and Army regrouped but the siege lasted three weeks.  MACV headquarters on Tran Cao Van Street was overrun as was an Air Force headquarters a few blocks away.  Marines eventually rescued the Americans at both installations.  The Hue municipal building was overrun and all the government officials and their families were executed on the spot.  Our tour visited these two landmarks as well as the location of engagements fought by units commanded by Chuck Meadows and Captain George Christmas, both from Golf Company 2nd Battalion 5th Marine Regiment.  The Marines today call one of the entrances to the Citadel and the Ancient City, Chuck Meadows Gate.

Lance Corporal Jim Pief and the Church of the Redemptress. Along on our tour was Jim Pief and his wife Sandy.  As we neared the Church of the Redemptress, Jim spoke to the group.  Jim, a Marine in the 2nd Battalion of the 26th Regiment, began his story.  As his convey neared the church, he spotted a priest standing at the entrance waving.  They pulled up to the steps and the priest related that over two thousand parishioners and citizens were in the cathedral seeking refuge from the PAVN and Viet Cong that already executed thousands of civilians.  Jim and part of the force, walked into the church to cheers.  They had been rescued and felt safe enough to point out several PAVN spies that were also in the church
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2  The Virtual Wall of Faces features a page dedicated to honoring and remembering every person whose name is inscribed on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.  In an effort to further preserve the legacy of those who sacrificed all in Vietnam, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund is committed to finding a photo to go with each of the more than 58,000 names on The Wall.  The Wall of Faces allows family and friends to share memories, post pictures and connect with each other.  So, given that I have access, as we all do, to these two resources (Coffelt Database and Vietnam Memorial Wall of Faces), I began this current journey of posting messages on the anniversary date of their passing for each of our 514 soldiers from the 5th Division killed in action in Vietnam. These are the steps:  1. First, go to the Society website http://www.societyofthefifthdivision.com/ and in the left column at the bottom of the Home Page, opened the Killed in Action (KIA) slide presentation and identified each of the 514 Fifth Division soldiers killed in action in Vietnam.  2. Second, go to the Coffelt Database (CDB) Home Page.  Click “Search CDB” ; then click “Name Search”;  then entered the soldier’s  First Name and Last Name; and click “Go”.  Often, when there are soldiers listed with the same name, click the “Go” button that corresponds to the date that our soldiers were killed in action.  The number of documents available for each soldier may vary.   3. Third, go to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund – Wall of Faces webpage and clicked the “Search” button in the upper left hand corner. On the search line, enter the soldier’s full name.  The soldier’s Wall of Faces page should appear along with their photo(s). Read all the postings.  Some soldiers have many, many postings and some soldiers have fewer postings.  You have now entered the heart of the journey!   Click “Leave a Remembrance” button. There are eight (8) entries required: a. Title of Remembrance (e.g. You Are Not Forgotten, etc.). b. Remembrance (in your own words.  Can be as simple as “thinking of you”. c. Your Name. d. Your Email address. e. Click box to reflect to showing your email address. f. Relationship.  The drop down list gives you options. I always select “served with” g. Click box “I am not a robot”. h. Submit Remembrance.  Sometime, the remembrance is immediately posted.  Other times it takes several minutes.   As I stated earlier, the current chapter of this journey for me began over a year ago on November 16, 2021, after nine months of rehabilitation from slipping on the ice and getting a head concussion in February 2021.  I needed to be inspired and motivated to get back into a fitness program.  I decided to post a remembrance for every 5th Division Vietnam KIA (514) on the anniversary date of their passing.  My remembrance includes a one mile walk-run on their anniversary date.  I have now begun my 2nd year of posting these Remembrances and walk-running the mile prior to the posting(s) for that day.   There are many beautiful Remembrances for the 5th Division soldiers.  I would like to share one: This posting is to Staff Sergeant Fred Dale Pakele, Charlie Company 1/61, who was killed in action on February 9, 1971 and buried at the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific, Hawaii.  The posting is from his granddaughter Pualena, titled “Aloha Grandpa” and dated November 12, 2020.  Grandpa Fred, “Iʻm Pualena, your Granddaughter and Vickiʻs daughter. I never got to meet you, but I know you live on in my mom and I know you would have loved to see everything she has accomplished and all the people she helps everyday. Sheʻs an amazing person and the best mom.  I get to see Grandma Kuʻulei a lot, mom is with her almost every day, and I go visit, to help them 

Paul Trailkill—Civilian Graves Registration Paul Trailkill, another Marine that was touring with us, was assigned to graves registration of the 7000 slain civilians of Hue.  It was a monumental and nearly impossible task due to the hugely horrific nature of the assignment.  The bodies were set out in rows in 105⁰ heat in a park between the western wall of the Citadel and the banks of the Perfume River.  The bodies were sprayed down with chemicals to keep them from bursting and decomposing.  As we all stood in that park, we collectively shed tears as Paul related the story. Outcome of the Battle of Hue Although completely surprised when the PAVN broke the cease fire, U S forces regrouped and won a resounding victory, killing over 6,000 PAVN and VC forces in the next three weeks.  The same outcome was realized in 100 other cities across South Vietnam, killing over 45,000 of the enemy.  From then on, the Viet Cong ceased to exist as a viable unit.  Even so, news of the battle shocked the American public, due mainly to the news media reporting that the battle and Vietnam was lost and that 150 Marines were killed.  From then on, the alliance between the US and the South Vietnamese regime was tenuous at best and signaled the slow withdrawal of America from Southeast Asia.  

Day 4 & 5—Quang Tri Province Quang Tri Province and the DMZ were placed under the operational control of the 5th Infantry Division shortly after I arrived in Vietnam in 1969.  These were my stomping grounds.  The tour briefly crossed the old DMZ after circling the former Qua Viet Naval Base, and stopped at the small fishing village of Bai Tam Gio Hai.  On the beach, some of the fisherman worked on their Sampans and Basket boats, while others repaired nets on the pristine white-sand beach. Our next stop was the Vin Moc tunnels.  Accessed by long subterranean stairways forty feet below the surface, they once offered the only protection from the massive B-52 strikes during the war.  They are pitch-black-dark, musty, short on oxygen, and the walls and & five-foot ceilings shake like Jell-O when you touch them, but they have held for fifty years.  The only confusing thing is that an Arc Light strike—as they were called—rained down from 50,000 feet, affording very little warning.  A Boeing Superfortress—aka BUFF or Big Ugly Fat Fucker—holds 70,000 pounds of ordinance and a squadron of eleven can drop 770,000 pounds of ordinance simultaneously with no warning.  The devastation above was always complete and total. Recrossing the demilitarized zone, our next stop was Con Thien (Vietnamese:  Hill of Angels). During the war, my company resided there for three-day-stand-downs for rest, resupply and to service our weapons; before returning to the bush for another thirty-day stint.  We were met there by Ho Dai Dong, Nhon The, and Phoung Vu. With them were engineers, archeologists, cameramen, and journalists to interview us, as well as, document our meeting at Gallagher Ridge later in the day.  Dong presented me with a bouquet of flowers.  Before leaving the old firebase, I collected some soil samples.  Con Thien is in the process of being bulldozed and prepped for a terraced tree farm.  Gone are the mine fields, bomb craters and the elephant grass around the periphery.  The only structure remaining from the war is the old French bunker at the summit (Hill 158) that served as the command post. Our next stop was the scene of my squad’s friendly-fire incident—1500 meters southeast of Con Thien where two of my platoon brothers—David Nicholson and Bobby Vandergriff, were killed by an errant mortar, while our lieutenant was teaching a green lieutenant adjustment of mortar-fire.  They both literally died in my arms.  I braced to keep my emotions in check. As we neared the location—GPS in my hand—the spot seemed to be in a gravel driveway, bordered by houses on either side.  After pulling off the road, 23 of us filed out of our 60-foot-long tour bus.  To our amazement, there was a wedding reception going on under a large tent in front of one of the neighboring houses.  As I buried a 5th Infantry challenge coin, the rest of the tour group gathered to take photographs.  Meanwhile, the whole wedding reception immediately gravitated to our group, and asked our interpreter, Phuoc what I was burying.  It was explained and they all huddled closer.  The groom, whose eyes were welled up, shook my hand, and apologized for my loss.  It was one of those surreal moments.  This spot, once the horrific site of death and tragedy, was at that moment, transformed into a place of love and happiness, with the likelihood of new life.  After fifty-three years of survivor’s guilt, there seemed at that juncture, to be good cause to come to terms, let it go and move on.  I also collected some soil for the Vandergriff and Nicholson families. The area, once twisted broken trees, bomb craters, and a destroyed enemy bunker system, now contains a modest row of clean housing. The elephant grass is still there beyond the back yards.       
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Jim Pief and The Trace

The Trace was the ill-conceived notion of former Brookings Institution think-tanker and then sitting Secretary of 
Defense, Robert S. McNamara, and the idea was to defoliate a 160-mile-long and 1000-yard-wide strip of 
ground just below the DMZ from Laos to the South China Sea to keep North Vietnamese soldiers from crossing 
into South Vietnam.  It would be an anti-personnel barrier comprised of minefields, ditches, barbed 
wire—entirely defoliated—with military strongholds (Khe Sahn and Firebases, A1, A2, A3 and A4 at specified, 
geographically advantageous positions.  It was also an antivehicular barrier, designed to interdict traffic on the 
Ho Chi Minh Trail. The barrier was to consist of numerous sensoring devices of various styles and applications, 
both heat sensing and pressure sensing.  It would be monitored in Nakhon Phanom, Thailand.
From its birth, the idea was a complete failure.  The daily casualty numbers were unacceptable from the start of 
construction and many more casualties were suffered as marines and army personnel crossed the open ground 
while pursuing North Vietnamese troops.  Eventually Khe Sahn, A1, A2, and A3 were abandoned, leaving only 
A4—Con Thien.  
After passing through Hue in 1968, Lance Corporal Jim Pief and his unit were trucked north through Quang Tri, 
Cam Lo, and Dong Ha.  Their destination was the Trace.  Staging south of “McNamara’s Electric Fence,” Jim 
and his unit started across the open ground.  They were welcomed by a heavy mortar and artillery attack, 
followed by North Vietnamese rifle fire.
They did finally make it to the north side and entered the DMZ, receiving and inflicting heavy casualties.  They 
next day, they returned south to their firebase—nothing gained or lost except for these heavy casualties of 
wounded and dead on both sides.  The “Op” was called Operation Hickory.  This same tactic was repeated 
thousands of times at thousands of places during the war.  

Days 6 & 7
Del and the Diary of Luu Hong Lam at Phou Ynoi

Delfino Candelaria was a United States Marine NCO in 1967.  Del was originally from Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, but is residing now in Phoenix, Arizona.  He was with the 2/4 Marines in ‘67.  He was originally with the 
1/4 further south, but was transferred up to Phou Ynoi to the 2/4.  He was semi-fluent in Vietnamese, so he was 
an interpreter who also questioned prisoners when they captured them. On June 12th, he was choppered north 
along with two companies of the 1/4—Charlie and Delta Companies.  To soften the enemy forces, the whole 
landing area at Phou Ynoi was napalmed earlier in the day.  Del was on the first chopper and the pilot was 
afraid that it would crash due to being overloaded, so the pilot ordered everyone to jump ten feet to the ground.  
When Del jumped, he fell forward and burnt both hands on the still-smoldering ground.  
The Marines set up their perimeter and all was quiet until just before midnight of the 14th.  There were two men 
in Del’s team who had been in country a few weeks.  He could see that they both were very frightened.  He took 
them aside and told them what to expect.  There would be heavy mortar fire first, and a sharp whistle would 
signal the charge of hundreds of NVA.  There was a listening post out in front of their position that started 
clicking the handset of their radio at 0200 continually until 0545—signaling that the NVA were within feet of 
them.  At 0545, mortar tubes were heard again and the ordinance started landing all around them—followed by 
the whistle and the sapper assault.  From later questioning of prisoners, Del was told that 2700 NVA sappers 
were in the assault that night and over 400 on his portion of the perimeter. 
Del then saw five Marines without weapons running from the opposite side of the perimeter, because the other 
side had been already overrun.  Meanwhile four NVA were approaching from his front and he attempted to fire 
but his gun jammed.  He slammed the stock of his rifle on a tree trunk and the stuck round chambered.  There 
was also a dead NVA right in front of him.  As the Marines from behind passed him running wildly, an NVA 
mortar hit several feet in front of him, but one of the fleeing Marines took the brunt of the blast.  Del then took 
cover and he & his team killed the other four NVA.  After the fighting died down, Del turned the NVA soldier that 
lay in front of him and saw a diary or notebook.  There was hardly any writing at all in the diary, but there were 
several drawings.  He kept it and through the years, thought about the fallen soldier and his family.



move things, or just to have lunch. :) Grandma loves to have lunch together, we eat a lot of tuna sandwiches, noodles, and I can never get enough of her coconut butter mochi! She said she used to make it for Uncle Bryan and Uncle Ron when they would have boy scout activities, and the other kids would always request it. :) Grandma makes the most amazing quilts! She has made a quilt for everyone, mom, Aunty Bonnie, Uncle Bryan, Uncle Ron, and for all of us grandchildren, too!”  I have a sister, Laʻakea, who lives in Colorado, and five cousins: Kristi, Lyle, Lauren, Beau, and Ella. We all wish we could have met you, and weʻre proud to be your grandchildren. We love you!  Me ke aloha, Pualena   Your journey may include postings for members of your Squad or Platoon or Company or Troop or Battalion or Regiment, etc. I invite you to join me on this life changing journey and post your own messages.   Brothers Forever!    Phil Maniscalco (Cell Phone #860-961-6450) D Company, 1st Battalion, 11th Inf. Regiment, 1st Brigade, 5th Inf. Division,  Vietnam (Sept ’68 – Sept ’69) RALEIGH, N.C. — On the morning of Sept. 8, 1944, Soldiers with the 5th Infantry Division were ordered to cross the Moselle River and take up a position in the woods.After heavy losses, the men retreated across the river two days later, though some stayed behind to search for wounded or missing Soldiers before crossing again.1st Lt. James E. Wright was one of the men who stayed behind. Having already taken a boat to the German-occupied side of the river and rescuing three wounded Soldiers, he went back across the river, in the vicinity of Dornot, France, and was never seen again.His niece, Diane Merkt, who was one year old when Wright went missing, said the family never gave up hope that her uncle would return home.

From there we moved on to Firebase Charlie 2.  Organized by Dennis Coulter, the plan was for Dennis and I to hold a small ceremony there for the thirty men—18 from my own Alpha1/61—that died in a recreational bunker from a single 122 rocket with a delayed fuse that collapsed the 6-foot-thick reinforced roof.  Thirty-three others were buried but were dug out.  Dennis and I know quite a few of the survivors and a good number of those who dug them out.  Flowers were again extended to us—this time from Bill Stilwagen—and the entire contingent of veterans formed in front of Dennis and I, were brought to attention with the command of Attention, then prompted for a slow hand-salute with Present Arms, followed by Parade Rest.  More soil was collected.  Charlie 2 was also being bulldozed and prepped to be another tree farm which was about half complete. Our next stop, the last of the day, was Gallagher Ridge.  Phuoc inqired to Ho Dai Dong and his group to find a route to get the tour bus as close as possible.  After several unsuccessful attempts, we doubled back to the entrance to Firebase Charlie 2 where we all exited the bus and prepared for a 7-kilometer trek through—what looked like—thick brush.  Only the driver and the bus boy remained as we started out, laden with full backpacks and 2 liters of water each.  The two lead men hacked a trail through the dense brush with machetes.  Not too far in, the brush cleared and there was a landfill dump afire in front of us, exuding toxic fumes and smoke.  This would have a negative impact on some of the group later in the tour with respiratory issues.  At the dump, our interpreter spoke to several workers who pointed us to a muddy road heading due west.  The road was a quagmire for about a kilometer—a thick pasty orange mud that I remembered so well from 50 years earlier.  Eventually, the road dried out as it rose out of a low area to the rolling foothills leading to the western mountains.  Newly planted trees, terraced to accommodate the contour of the land, were visible now for miles in every direction.  Gallagher Ridge and the immediately surrounding hills—including Hill 162—had recently been prepped for more trees.  Eventually, the road was very passable, and we walked four more kilometers effortlessly.  Reaching a promontory, several SUVs and motorbikes were visible on the next hilltop—about 2 kilometers away.  It was Dong and his team waiting for our arrival on Gallagher Ridge. Captain Robert P Gallagher was our company commander and he died on that hill at 0354 in the morning of November 13, 1969.  Also, slain along with him were Ralph Evilsizor, Norman Benedik, Dennis Ross, Mark Rose, Tom Landrum, and Ken Caswell—all Alpha Company troopers.  Sixty-seven of us had been choppered out in the dark, to reinforce a perimeter of thirty men of Bravo and Charlie Company’s mortar platoons.  We were attacked at 0200 with a massive artillery and mortar barrage, followed by an assault of 1500-2000 NVA from three sides.  As I looked at the hill, memories came back.  Along with Dong, was a contingent of the Veteran’s Association of Cam Tuyen Commune, Cam Lo District, Quang Tri Province, led by association president, Nhón Thẽ.  Thẽ, under the direction of veterans like Ho Dai Dong and the Vietnam Martyrs’ Families Support Association (VMSFA), is participating in Project 515, with a mission of surveying, locating, and exhuming the remains of Vietnamese soldiers who made the supreme sacrifice in the American War. Spotting us as well, the group waiting on Hill 88 mobilized and headed toward us to transport us to the hill.  Reaching us, we climbed into two SUVs and onto the rear seats of three motorbikes.  Traveling down the gravel road, an arm of the road split north and dead-ended at the crest of Hill 88.  Getting out of Nhón Thẽ’s SUV, I immediately recognized several landforms in the terrain and found my way to the approximate spot of my position.  Somehow, the hill seemed smaller.  It had been scrapped bare by a bulldozer a week or two earlier, otherwise I might have found the remnants of foxholes—maybe even my own.  That was not to be, and we were also unable to find any spent or abandoned ordinance which would be a common occurrence on any former battlefield.  As I stood alone to gather my thoughts, I pictured the first man that I killed, staring at me from 25 feet—his rifle at rest—as I shot him down.  My legs felt weak.  I saw him again in the same way.  I hoped that finding his DNA in the mass grave would help his family get closure. 

After waiting what they felt was an appropriate amount of time, Ho Dai Dong and Phoung Vu approached, and I turned toward the crest of the hill and pointed to the spot where I thought that the mass grave was, thirty meters directly behind my position.  The hill was very small and the crest was a flat narrow spine—curved in nature, but not fully L-shaped.  It would not require an extended search.  Then the journalists and cameramen closed in and asked me questions about taking souvenirs from dead bodies.  I told them I did not and that one man, Kenny Barrett, was wounded with shrapnel from a bobby-trapped body.  Unfortunately, they would not let it go, probably because it would be the main subject of the next two days with Del Candelaria due to return an NVA diary to the soldier’s family.  I wanted to say that it was common practice, and that both sides did it to gather intelligence, but I let that go.  I collected more soil—more than at any other site from that day.  

The sun was now setting and we needed to start our trek back to the bus.  Again, the SUVs and motorbikes transported us—this time—the entire distance to the tour bus, which was now in a more accessible location further south on Route 1.  It was well after dark when we reached the bus.  Six of our group did not get out until two hours after dark.  
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In 2020, Bill Stilwagen was able to find the family, but Covid prevented the tour that year and required waiting 
until 2023.  The NVA soldier’s name is Luu Hong Lam.  He was one of seven children and there was only one 
surviving sister who lived in Hanoi.  On March 12, 2023, Madame Lam travelled to Phou Ynoi, deep in the 
mountains that divide Vietnam and Laos, to meet our tour group and receive the diary from Del.  With her, was 
her brother-in-law, and four younger family members.  Del’s plan was to take Madame Lam and our group to the 
top of Phou Ynoi, but he could not receive permission to walk to the battlesight, only 500-600 meters away, so 
the family, journalists and cameramen boarded our bus with us and we travelled 40 miles back through Lao Bao 
to the site of the old Special Forces Camp in Lang Vei.  That was where the ceremony to return the diary was 
held.  I do not know what was going through Del’s mind, but I saw in his reaction that a great load of emotion 
was lifted from him that he had carried for fifty-four years—and I saw closure—particularly because I also saw 
forgiveness in Madame Lam’s demeanor.  It was a special moment.              
Days 8 & 9
Larry and the Rice Paddy

Towards the end of February of 1968, Tet was winding down and President Lyndon Johnson—in order to beef 
up the U S presence in Vietnam & replace the wounded and dead from 100s of pitched battles across 
Vietnam—called on the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs to send 30,000 replacements to Vietnam.  He requested 
15,000 from the U S Army and 15,000 from the U S Marines.  The problem was that there were literally no 
Marines with combat training available, so cooks, truckdrivers, clerks, mechanics, and photographers were 
chosen to make up the new fighting force.  They were all given rifles and told that they were going to places like 
Hue, Khe Sahn and Anh Khe to join the fight nearly everywhere across the I Corps.  Larry Hill was picked and 
placed in the 3rd Battalion of the 27th Marine Regiment.  Larry had just finished training and was an 03-11—one 
of the few combat-trained that were found.  They immediately put him in a key position because they assumed 
he knew what he was doing.  But Larry had never been in a combat situation, and as he bluntly put it, “I knew 
NOTHING!”  He arrived in Vietnam in late February of 1968 and he was put immediately on patrol.  Because he 
was an 03-11, they made him the point-man for the company.  On his first outing, he walked point for several 
hours.  Eventually he was relieved and given the “plumb assignment”—he thought—of bringing up the rear as 
“tail-end Charlie.”  

Now in the rear of the advancing line, he was walking across a flat open area when his right leg was blown out 
from under him.  It swung around and his boot struck him in the helmet.  His torso dropped straight down and 
the stump dug into the sand.  He was also hit in the other leg when a 2-inch piece of bone from the right leg 
lodged in his left.  He later found that all the damage was done with one bullet from a lone sniper. The sciatic 
nerve and main artery in both legs were taken out.  He credits a great corpsman for saving his life by stopped 
the bleeding in both legs.  Larry told us that he remembers never in his life screaming more loudly as when the 
corpsman picked up his right leg and straightened it out with a splint.  When the medivac came in, it landed so 
close, the skid narrowly missed his arm.  
He was put in the helicopter, it lifted off and Larry started sliding out the open side door, but he was saved by 
the door-gunner who pulled him back in by the collar of his shirt.  His was the first gun-shot wound in his 
regiment.  Larry’s tour was over on the same day that it started.
Larry was taken to a hospital in Danang, where he stayed for two weeks.  They put him in a full plaster 
body-cast with a bar between his ankles to hold both legs still.  He was then choppered to Japan. Flying over 
the ocean, he worried that if the craft was shot down, he would sink like a rock to the bottom.  Reaching a base 
in Japan, they placed him on another helicopter, this time lashing him to a medic-basket on one of the skids and 
they took him to an Army hospital in Tokyo, where he stayed for two months.  From there, he returned to the 
States and spent three more months in hospitals before he was discharged.
He was told he would never walk on the right leg again, but he did and had a fully satisfying career as a police 
officer.  Fifty-four years later, he only recently has had trouble with his legs.  Still, on this recent tour to Vietnam, 
he walked on every grueling hike with the rest of us.  His good friend, Stan Daily, came on the tour with him for 
moral support.  Stan was in the Air Force as an air weapons systems mechanic of “fast movers” in Vietnam.



My return to Gallagher Ridge was not as emotional as I thought it would be, probably   due to my mission of helping to find the mass grave that desensitized my emotions.  As we rode back to the hotel in Dong Ha, I thought about what I had seen in our area of operation—AO Orange.  This was my day.  This was my area of operation.  I thought about the boy that I was in 1969—young, naïve—and probably a little stupid.  I am not that boy any more—and hell, he is yet to come home.  I visualized him on that hill—the adrenaline completely drained out of him the next morning—his youth and naivety taken from him as well.  He should come home now.

1. Doug Woolverton, Del Candelaria, Terry Woolsey and Joe Taylor at the airport at Taipei.

2. Malia Jarrett and Mike Wahl

3. Dennis Coulter and Larry Hill

4. Terry Woolsey on his iPad, Stan Daly

Paul Thraitkill, and Bill Stilwagen facing away

5. Tex Stiteler, Guide and ex-Marine

6. Bill Stilwagen, guide and ex-Marine

7. Ed Tex Stiteler, guide and ex-Marine

8. Our bus driver Long
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Day 10 & 11
Colonel John Bates

 Colonel John Bates was stationed at Anh Hua Marine Base with the 2nd Battalion/5th Marine Regiment in 
1967.  One of his missions took his unit, out of the base and across a mile-wide open flat.  When our tour bus 
pulled up to that same open expanse, and we all exited to hear his story.  As they moved across the immense 
expanse, all hell broke loose with a pop pop pop pop pop, and Bates was hit in the chest before he could hit the 
ground.  Unfortunately, he was wearing a flak jacket.  One of the fiberglass panels splintered and the bullet 
strike sent hundreds of shards into his left lung and destroyed it.  Had he not been wearing a flak jacket, Bates 
contended that the bullet would have made a clean hole and he would not have been as badly wounded. 
Day 12
A Veteran’s Pilgrimage Taken by His Brother.
Douglas Woolverton is from Henderson, Colorado.  His brother Ed was a Marine stationed at Khe Sahn in 1967 
with the 3rd Battalion/ 26th Marine Regiment.  His post in The Battle of the Hills was as a commander of a 
platoon sized observation post atop Hill 881 South, west of the Khe Sahn airstrip overlooking the expansive Khe 
Sahn plain.  His mission was to report any enemy movement to the command center at the Air Base.  
The Hills Battle, one of the most ferocious battles fought in Vietnam, lasted for several weeks and was the 
prelude to the 40-day siege of Khe Sahn Air Base.  The plan for this hike to  Hill 881 South was to take minivans 
up through a treacherous mountain pass to the peak of Hill 881 North, then on foot, hike down through dense 
and steep mountain jungle terrain, cross a stream, and climb to the top of Hill 881 South to find the perimeter 
that Doug’s brother spent several weeks on.  Then they would retrace their steps down into the steep ravine and 
return by the same route.  
It had rained all the previous night and would rain most of the day.  The ride up in the minivans was through 
extremely dense fog and visibility was about 5 feet.  Reaching the top of 881 South, six of our party, including 
myself, opted to stay with the minivans at the summit.  The rest of the party moved out for the difficult hike in 
slippery conditions.  After they left, we urged the drivers to take us just around the corner to a spot where the 
view 
Dennis Coulter was among the hikers and he will recount the rest of the story.  
Dennis’ words: “The Hill Fights" (AKA the first Battle of Khe Sanh) occurred 27 April, 1967- 11 May, 1967.  The 
battle was between The Unites States Marine Corp and PAVN 325C Division. The battle occurred on several hill 
masses NW of Khe Sanh Combat Base.”
“On 12 March, 2023 nine members of our tour departed the minivans to climb and descend 881 North then 
climb 881 South to reunite with the rest of our tour. The 881 hikes were described as the most strenuous hikes 
we would have on our trip. The weather that morning was wet, windy, and chilly. It was the only wet day on our 
trip. The hills are named for their height in meters above sea level.”
“After our group was together again the plan was to find the location where the brother Doug Woolverton, one of 
our group, had served in 1967. We were to have a brief ceremony and then depart. Our Chief Bush Guide 
determined what he thought was the location, just a brief hike down a trail. Off we went including some without 
the fitness level of a strenuous hike. Soon, the short hike was a long, strenuous hike through jungle-like terrain. 
Two people fell and suffered minor injuries. Their only choice was to tough it out.”
“We came to a stream between 881N and 881S. The rain had stopped. It was at this point the Guide decided 
we had passed the intended site and we started back up. As we neared the Summit, the Guide declared we had 
reached the spot intended for the Ceremony.  We paid tribute to Doug’s brother.”
“This was my second return to Northern I Corps.  The first was in March, 2018 with this same Group, Vietnam 
Battlefield Tours. The second return was March, 2023. I am open to discuss another return. Each time we 
began as a group of strangers. By the end of the tour, we were brothers and sisters.”

Those of us who stayed back with the vans occupied ourselves by exploring the edges of the jungle growth 
when the rain let up and with lively conversation, when the sudden outbursts of rain drove us back to the cover 
of the vans.  As we waited, I turned on my GPS—and to my surprise—we were parked at the peak of 881 
South.  I mentioned this to the others and they seemed to doubt what I was telling them.  Eventually, I would be 
proven correct.  



Morrison has traveled to the American cemeteries in Europe many times as part of the 30th Infantry Division association, whose members are WWII and Iraq veterans who served in combat with the 30th.“I’ve often wondered how those stories came to be and what was the final resolution when those Soldiers came home,” Morrison said. “Now I will know the whole story behind that when I get to see Lt. Wright’s name with a rosette next to it next time I’m in Europe.”Wright’s sister, Elizabeth Wright Harper, who is now 100 years old, said she was not surprised by his remains coming home; it just took longer than expected.When Merkt, Harper’s daughter, told her mother the news, she began to cry.“My mother is not a crier,” Merkt said. “She told me, ‘I’m not crying, you understand, these are tears of joy. He’s finally, really coming home.’”Wright received full honors at his funeral, performed by Soldiers with the NCNG’s Military Funeral Honors, and has laid to rest amongst his family at the Oakdale Cemetery, in Lumber Bridge, N.C., almost in sight of his family home; a war hero returned.Soldier Accounted For From World War II (Matuszak, T.)WASHINGTON  –  The Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) announced today that U.S. Army Sgt. Thaddeus S. Matuszak, 31, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, killed during World War II, was accounted for Sept. 7, 2022.In September 1944, Matuszak was assigned to Company K, 11th Infantry Regiment, 5th Infantry Division. They were part of Lt. Gen. George S. Patton’s Third Army and had been fighting across France that summer before being stopped by fierce German opposition at the Moselle River near Dornot. On the morning of Sept. 8, Matuszak’s unit was part of a larger force ordered to cross the river and take up a position in the woods on the east side. They dug their defensive positions in a curved line at the edge of the forest they called Horseshoe Woods. The force held their position against a relentless German attack, taking heavy losses, until Sept. 10, when another crossing of the Moselle was made. Only then were they allowed to retreat. That night and into the morning of Sept. 11 most of the Soldiers were able to retreat across the river, though some officers stayed behind to search the woods for the wounded or missing before recrossing the river. Matuszak was among the Soldiers reported missing that night. His body was unable to be recovered because of the fighting and German presence on east side of the river.

9. Our interpreter Phuoc (pronunciation fuc-yo). In the background, Quoc Hoc Hue—school for the gifted that he attended—the same school Ho Chi Minh and General Giap attended

10. Tsnas our bus boy, descendant of S Vietnam sympathizers 

which puts him in the lowest Vietnam caste still today. 

11. Colonel John Bates Ret. with Dennis Coulter and Lou Pepi

on Red Beach outside Danang.  Hai Van Pass in the background

13. The Annamite Range leading to Hai Van Pass

14. Souvenir shop atop Hai Van Pass.

Jade, pearls, gold and turquoise for pennies on the dollar
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“His mother always used to say that she knew she would be working out in the yard, the house is right over there, and she’d look up and see him walking up the drive from the Highway,” Markt said. “She never stopped hoping that, and now he’s going to be right here with her.”Merkt was sitting in the Oakdale Cemetery in Lumber Bridge, North Carolina, on Oct. 12, 2021, 77 years after Wright went missing, and pointed across the neighboring field to where the family’s home still stood.Wright did come up the drive from the highway, only not walking as his mother had hoped. Instead, his remains were carried on a horse-drawn funeral caisson, casket draped in an American flag, with a procession of family, community members and North Carolina National Guard Soldiers and Airmen following behind.In July, a few months before Wright’s funeral, his family received the call that his remains had been positively identified.To get the call after 77 years of knowing your family member was missing and of course pronounced dead; chills,” said U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Sidney Brookman, a K-9 handler with the 20th Security Forces Squadron and Wright’s great-grandniece. “My grandmother called me at about 9:30 at night and was saying ‘the craziest thing just happened, you’ll never guess, they identified your uncle Wright.’”Brookman served as the escort for Wright’s remains from the facility in Colorado where they were identified, all the way home, where he was buried.“It’s very rare that a relative actually escorts a family member home,” Brookman said. “For me to be able to be chosen to do that, my great grandmother asked for me to be the escort; for her to put the trust in me is an honor.”Wright’s family was not alone in waiting so long to have a family member returned home. According to the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency, more than 70,000 Americans remain unaccounted for from WWII.Brookman said she hopes others who are still missing family members will see her great-granduncle’s story and know that there is still hope their remains will return home.Wright, who received a Silver Star, Bronze Star, and Purple Heart, was described by his family as a handsome man who was kind, wanted to help others and cared about his community.Although he was transferred to the 5th Inf. Div. in 1942, his military service started in the neighboring town of Parkton, N.C., where he was a member of L Co., 120th Infantry Regiment, a unit that is part of the lineage of today’s 1st Battalion, 120th Inf. Reg., 30th Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT), North Carolina National Guard (NCNG).Col. Wes Morrison, commander of the 30th ABCT, saw this as the N.C. Guard bringing home one of their own.“When the army says leave no comrade behind, this is really what it means, because they never stop looking for the missing in action,” Morrison said.Before being identified, Wright was one of the many service members whose name was memorialized on the Walls of the Missing at the Lorraine American Cemetery in St. Avoid, France.A rosette will be placed next to his name on the wall, signifying that he is no longer missing.

What had happened was this.  VBT had been to the summit of 881 North many times and also made the hike 
down into the valley and up the other side to 881 South as well.  Due to Covid, VBT had not been back to 
Vietnam since 2019 and—in that time—the Vietnamese government had mucked out a maze of gravel roads 
over the entire mountain range for access to the twenty-five or so windmills they had erected.  
After several hours, the hikers returned and we were told that the summit was just a few meters to our 
right—exactly where I had told everyone the summit was.  We found the old perimeter trenches and a small 
dump site with spent ammo, flak jacket panels and other discarded clothing & web gear. 
Days 13 & 14
Three Days in the Life of Bill Stilwagen

Bill Stilwagen was one of our tour guides and he had several stories.  Bill was stationed at Marble Mountain 
Airbase as a chopper door-gunner and he and his crew, were a ready reaction team on May 4, 1970.  The got a 
call from the ROK Marines (Republic of Korea) that they were stranded on Chestnut Island—given its name 
because of its shape.  They were also in a vicious firefight with the Viet Cong.  As the chopper approached, 
neither group was visible because of the 10-foot-tall elephant grass covering the whole island.  Since it was a 
hot LZ, they had to come in fast and hard, but the South Korean translator mixed up the coordinates and 
directed them into the center of the Viet Cong.  They were receiving fire from all directions; the pilot was shot 
three times in the leg and the co-pilot took over.  As they lifted off, an RPG (rocket propelled grenade) struck the 
bulkhead of the helicopter and decapitated the crew chief.  Shrapnel from the RPG hit Bill in the arm, and he 
could feel his flight jacket filling with blood as he fired his fifty-caliber machinegun.  They then lifted off and found 
the correct Korean position, recuing the ROK Marines.  Quite a few were wounded and needed to be taken to 
the 95th Evac hospital.  When they lifted off, they saw an unbelievable scene.  When the helicopter had 
mistakenly landed directly on the VC position, the Viet Cong were so astonished that they panicked and ran to 
the river’s edge, dove in, and began swimming to the far shore.  They now had Cobra gunships for security and 
their guns and rockets laid waste to the whole enemy force.  As Bill’s copter struggled to stay aloft, aviation fuel 
leaked from multiple bullet holes, the craft was shaking wildly, and they decided to go directly to their home 
base instead.  Seeing Marble Mountain, they had hope that they would make it.  When they spotted the 
revetment of their unit area, both turbines stopped and the spinning rotor blades died out twenty feet off the 
ground.  The chopper slammed heavily onto the PSP (perforated steel planking), but there were no further 
injuries.  The second chopper dropped in behind, they transferred the wounded and then flew to the 95th Evac.  
Bill’s arm had stopped bleeding and he opted not go to the 95th.  By some querky coincidence, it was the same 
day that four protesting students were killed by National Guardsmen in Ohio at Kent State University.  
As he was walking back to his hootch with his 50-cal and two ammo boxes, a Marine seeing Bill and his 50-cal, 
asked him if he would go on another mission, this time a medivac.  Bill agreed to go as a second gunner, 
climbed abord the idling craft, and dropped his gun swivel into the pintle.  They took off and headed toward Hai 
Van Pass.  Evidently, a Vietnamese man had driven through the guard rail, descending the Hai Van Pass Road.  
They spotted the overturned vehicle, landed, and brought him to the hospital.
Again, they returned to the Marble Mountain airstrip, landed, and taxied to the hangar.  Again, bill shouldered 
his empty machinegun and was walking across the PSP when he saw two other CH-46 helicopters idling on the 
strip with Cobras readying to lift off.  As he walked in to hangar, he saw the squadron boss who did not look 
happy.  “Where have you Been? You are MIA.”  “No, I’m not,” Bill replied, “I’m right hear.”  
Evidently, the corpsman from the Chestnut Island mission had reported five wounded and there were only four 
taken to the hospital.  The squadron boss then took Bill to the hospital but the doctors were too busy to treat 
such a superficial shrapnel wound, and years later back in the States, a small piece of shrapnel was removed 
from Bill’s arm.  The next day Bill, was ordered to stand in front of the commanding officer—never a good 
thing—to explain himself.  The commander’s first question to Bill was, “What do you have to say for yourself”?  
At stiff attention, Bill’s reply was, “I was killing the enemy sir,” just like Chesty Puller before us once said, ‘Move 
forward and kill the enemy’”.  The commander—a little dumbfounded— dismissed him and he was not court 
martialed or busted.  
On May 23, 1970 he and his chopper crew were tasked with performing mundane missions.  Two helicopters 
flew out of the Marble Mountain air facility, loaded with mail bags and a sensor team.  That day, they were 
making the rounds of firebases and camps in the area. They dropped the sensor team on top of Hill 425 to set 
up a network to prevent American artillery from hitting their own airplanes. This network would send a signal to 
the fire direction officer, and artillery would be halted until the plane or chopper passed by.  It was a very boring 
day, and they were without Cobra gunships as escorts.  



The American Graves Registration Command (AGRC) was charged with recovering the remains of fallen service members in the European Theater following the war. Although some unknown remains were found in and around Horseshoe Woods, none were associated with Matuszak. AGRC continued operations along the banks of the Moselle until 1951. At that point, Matuszak was declared non-recoverable.DPAA historians and archaeologists are conducting ongoing, comprehensive research on Soldiers missing from combat at Horseshoe Woods. During this research, one Unknown, X-75 Limey, was a candidate to match Matuszak. After extensive research and record comparison by DPAA historians and analysts, X-75 was disinterred in September 2018 and sent to the DPAA Laboratory at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, for analysis.To identify Matuszak’s remains, scientists from DPAA used dental and anthropological analysis, as well as circumstantial evidence. Additionally, scientists from the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System used mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analysis.Matuszak’s name is recorded on the Walls of the Missing at the Lorraine American Cemetery, an American Battle Monuments Commission site in St. Avold, France, along with others still missing from WWII. A rosette will be placed next to his name to indicate he has been accounted for.Matuszak will be buried in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on a date yet to be determined.For family and funeral information, contact the Army Casualty Office at (800) 892-2490.Army Historical Foundation Logo  Leah BeckettDirector of Annual Giving & MembershipThe Army Historical FoundationCampaign for the National Museum of the United States ArmyOffice: 571-384-3016www.armyhistory.org FRONT ELEVATIONS - PLAQUE-155QTY: 1 | ONE SIDED1WORLD WAR I     WORLD WAR IICOLD WAR     VIETNAM     PANAMA5TH INFANTRY DIVISION“RED DEVILS”“WE WILL”PATTON’S RED DIAMOND DEVILSORGANIZED DECEMBER 11, 1917CAMP LOGAN, TEXASINACTIVATED NOVEMBER 24, 1992FORT POLK, LOUISIANA1217"

15. One of two old French bunkers 

at the end of the runway at Phu Bai

16. Hue Tu Do Stadium, home of Vietnam’s national soccer team 

and the initial destination of all Medivacs for triage in the Battle of Hue.

17. Our two favorite beers during the 

tour were Tiger for $1 and Huda Beer.

18. The DMZ Bar.  From left, Dan Hixon

Tex, Sandy Pief, Neil Jones, Stan Daly and Larry Hill

19. View of the Perfume River, and wall 

of Ancient Hue from Chuck Meadows Gate

20. The MACV Compound on Hung Vuong Street, second floor
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Then a radio communication came in from Sunrise, the small installation atop Hill 425 where they had just 
dropped the sensor team that a recon team near the top had been compromised (detected) by a group of about 
150 Viet Cong and were chasing the marines down the hill.  Immediately, two marines were overcome with heat 
exhaustion and that slowed them considerably as the Viet Cong were closing.  A Birddog pilot in a small 
observation Cessna could see that the VC 2-man point element was almost on top of the team and radioed for 
them to blend into the underbrush.  On the pilot’s cue, the team fired and killed one and wounded the other.  
Slowed further now, the sensor team had too sick marines, a VC body, and a prisoner.  Bill’s 5-man chopper 
crew voted unanimously to attempt the rescue, even though it was against regulations to go in unaided by either 
another helicopter to observe or a pair of Cobras for security.  
Captain Blades, the chopper pilot responded to Sunrise that they were coming for the team and instructed them 
not to give away their permission with smoke, but to flash a mirror.  They saw the mirror flash as they 
descended and landed amongst a strewn mass of boulders as the 5 men with a VC body and a prisoner dashed 
up the rear ramp.  As they rose out of this morass, they saw well over 100 enemy soldiers very close.  Bill 
emptied a 100-round belt into them with his 50-caliber machinegun.  Heads, arms and legs were separating and 
flying in every direction.  The recon team and VC were dropped off on Hill 119 and that was the end of it.

The Restaurants
Some of the best food I have ever tasted was served at a daily and nightly basis—all in the range of 5-stars.  
The 50 or so meals that we ate there were all some of the best I have ever eaten.  The midday and evening 
meals were all 9-course—two to three hours of eating—and breakfasts were massive buffets with a hundred 
choices.  And—I did not gain an ounce of weight.  The hotels were pristine and the service was grand 
everywhere. Vietnam caters to tourists.  
One warning—don’t drink the tap water anywhere in country.  Bottled water only.  

29. Slow hand salute for the 30KIAs, 18 from—or attached to—Alpha 1/61.

29. Slow hand salute for the 30KIAs
18 from—or attached to—Alpha 1/61

37. Bru children and their mothers at the village of A Doi 
on the Laotian border about 600 meters from Phu Noi

32. Locating the approximate position of my 1969 foxhole with a 
compass heading of a remembered land form in 
the distance by comparing one of my old photos.

53. Photo of Gallagher Ridge the day after the November Battle



21. The Church of the Redemptress

.  Several thousand Vietnamese took asylum there 

in Tet of ’68. Jim Pief and his column on 

their way to Dong Ha, stopped here briefly

22. The interior of the church of the Redemptress 23. Paul Thrailkill, worked in Civilian Grave Registration 

for Hue, Perfume River behind.  7000 thousand 

bodies filled this field for identification

after the battle in 105⁰ heat.

24. The old French Bunker atop Hill 158 

at the summit of Con Thien

We remember it as encapsulated in rows of sandbags

25. Nhon The, Nguyen Xuan Thang, Phoung Vu

, and Ho Dai Dong posing for a photo at Con Thien

26. Lou Pepi burying a 5th Infantry Challenge Coin 

at the location where to of my squad-mates 

were killed by an errant U S mortar during a practice

session 1500 meters southeast of Con Thien
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